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Abstract
Facial expression recognition and analysis are dicult because huge amounts of input data
needs to be processed and automation is even more complex. However, Evolutionary Com-
puting (EC) can be good at complex tasks. For implementation, Evolvable Hardware
(EHW) is an advantageous technology which is fast in real-time situations. This thesis uses
Evolutionary Computing (EC) for facial expression analysis, and proposes new algo-
rithms to undertake a limited set of facial expression analysis. Compared with conventional
classiers such as Support Vector Machines ( SVMs ), results of using a Cartesian Genetic
Programming ( CGP ) classier show better eectiveness when using the technique. Finally,
this thesis discusses Evolvable Hardware (EHW) but does not implement it.
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Machine Learning is the study of algorithms that learn automatically to make predic-
tions based on past data [Schapire, n.d.]. There are many examples of Machine Learning
classication such as machine vision for facial recognition, text categorization for email spam
detection, and specialized software for nancial predictions [Bost et al., 2015] [Schapire, n.d.].
This thesis focuses on discussing the use of Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP), one type
of Machine Learning Algorithm, to implement facial expression classication.
Facial expression recognition has numerous utilizations such as cognitive activity or psy-
chopathology. Facial expressions and gestures communicate non-verbally to the listeners in
face-to-face interactions. In some cases, such as identifying criminals, non-verbal communi-
cation cues can play an important role because criminals usually tell lies. Faces carry other
information to convey expressions, and convey some unwanted information. Automatic sys-
tems for facial expressions recognition usually take the form of a sequential conguration
of processing blocks, which adheres to a classical pattern recognition model [Chibelushi &
Bourel, n.d.]. One approach in automated recognition of facial expression is based on the
Facial Action Coding System (FACS), which separates expressions into upper and lower
face action [Lien et al., 1998].
Evolutionary Computing (EC) represents a powerful search and optimization paradigm
which uses the ideas of natural selection and genetics as biological metaphors [Dumitrescu
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et al., 2000a]. In the past, Evolutionary Computing (EC) has been applied indirectly
to face recognition problems. However, Genetic Programming (GP) can also be used
to develop algorithms that directly discriminate between facial images for a face recognition
application [Teller & Veloso, 1995]. For conventional methods of facial expression recogni-
tion, human experts design an approach to detect potential image features depending on
their personal knowledge and experience. However, Genetic Programming (GP) may try
many unconventional ways of combining primitive operations that may never be imagined by
human experts [Bhanu et al., 2004].
The bio-inspired hardware architecture for high speed image processing classication was
proposed in [Glette et al., 2007]. The plan of the project is to help social workers recognise
people's emotion and determine whether they are telling the truth or lying from their facial
expressions. The datum processing by the hardware is a type of data from software that
performs feature extraction and feature recognition. Bitstreams produced from software will
be delivered to bio-inspired hardware, then classied from the features of facial expressions
illustrated in Figure 1.1. This device helps social workers dierentiate not only subjects'
expressions but whether they tell truth or not.
Expression 
Pictures
Image Processing
Feature data
Software
EHW
Social 
worker
Classify expressions
Distinguish True / Lie Classiﬁcation
Figure 1.1: Project outline of social work
1.1 Motivation
Machine Learning can be seen to be a revolution and has had an impact on Computer
Science in the sub-eld of Articial Intelligence. Engineers use computers or instruments to
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collect huge amounts of data from problems. Afterwards they learn how to resolve those
complicated problems by using computers instead of working it out by hand. Genetic Pro-
gramming is one of the approaches of Machine Learning. It is interesting to apply Cartesian
Genetic Programming (CGP) to system on chip (SoC) to form an embedded system device
which will process face recognition accurately.
From an application perspective, there are some dark sides to our world. However there
are also lots of wonderful things that surround us. Social work is needed to help disadvan-
taged groups, like abused children, who can be protected by social welfare institutions. In
addition to intelligence, devices can be equipped to make life easier, especially when they are
specialized, light and portable. They are also winning more and more acceptance. Accord-
ingly, it would be valuable and prospective to do research that combine articial intelligence
and embedded system technologies to assist social work.
It is dicult to distinguish whether people are telling truth or not from their expressions,
especially in social work. More tools to aid professions are needed to help make accurate
judgements on subjects. In order to achieve this goal, a lie testing device to abstract data
from human emotional responses is proposed. The device will help social workers judge
whether subjects are abusers or not and then try to rescue victims of abuse. Owning a lie
testing device which is reliable and portable for social work could provide a large contribution
to this work.
1.2 Hypothesis
\ Evolutionary computing is an eective method to distinguish facial
expressions. "
The analysis of emotional responses by EHW is a novel eld of research. It is a challenge
to distinguish which subjects tell the truth from their expressions. We need to cooperate
with psychologists to develop training patterns based on the features of telling truth or lies.
Following this, one important technology of the system is classication by using evolution-
ary computing to distinguish facial expressions. Classication accuracy and evolution speed
are also factors studied in the experiment. In order to achieve the goals, a system whose be-
haviours can deal with a complex facial image classication task is developed. The Embedded
Cartesian Genetic Programming (ECGP) Architecture [Glette, Torresen, Gruber, Sick, Kauf-
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mann & Platzner, 2008; Glette, Torresen, Kaufmann & Platzner, 2008] was proposed and
seems a better structure due to the good accuracy of above 90% [Glette, Torresen, Kauf-
mann & Platzner, 2008]. Simply speaking, CGP has already been an excellent tool to assist
a classication task in EHW. The objectives of this work are to give high accuracy, a higher
number of inputs and categories, and make it easier to implement in hardware. Having an
eective classier, the high accuracy and speed of classifying features can support excellent
results of a testing patterns classication task from subjects. Thus, social workers will have
a better device to help in their cases.
1.3 Thesis Organisation
This thesis describes the work of developing a bio-inspired hardware structure imple-
mented to classify images of human emotional responses such as expressions and lie detection
from subjects' expressions. Following on from the hypothesis and motivation in Chapter
1, Chapter 2 renders the background. Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs), Cartesian Genetic
Programming (CGP), Evolvable Hardware (EHW) and Evolvable Hardware architecure for
classication tasks are to be the origin of the research. The Chapter 3 illustrates software
simulation using Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP) to classify 64-bit smile and sad im-
ages. After that, the experimental results from Chapter 3 are shown in Chapter 4. Also in
Chapter 4, data analysis and an interesting issue which is pointing out and doing validation
of the best chromosome of the experiment from Chapter 3. Chapter 5 proposes the imple-
mentation of Evolvable Hardware (EHW) which are described in the rst two sections, and
section 5.3 proposes the idea of hardware implementation referred to in Chapter 3. Finally,
conclusions and future work are exhibited in Chapter 6.
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Evolutionary Computing expresses a powerful search and optimization pattern [Du-
mitrescu et al., 2000a]. The search space is composed of all possible solutions of the problem.
The problem of improving parameter values for an application is then transformed into the
problem of searching for better solutions in the solution space [Dawkins & Bentley, 1999].
The history of Evolutionary Computing goes back to the nineteen forties. As early as
1948, \genetical or evolutionary search" was proposed by Turing, and by 1962 Bremermann
had executed computer experiments on \optimization through evolution and recombination"
[Eiben & Smith, 2003a]. During the 1960, there were three dierent implementations of the
fundamental idea developed. These where : (1) Fogel, Owens, and Walsh introduced Evolu-
tionary Programming (EP) in the USA [Fogel et al., 1966], (2) Rechenberg and Schwefel
invented Evolution Strategies (ES) in Germany [Rechenberg, 1973] [Schwefel, 1995], and
(3) a Genetic Algorithm (GA) was created by Holland [Holland, 1973] [Holland, 1992a].
These three elds developed respectively for almost 15 years, but since the early 1990s they
have been viewed as dierent representations of one technology which has been known as
Evolutionary Computing. In the early 1990s, Genetic Programming (GP) was the
forth area following the general idea being created by Koza [Koza, 1992a] [Koza, 1994]. The
modern terminology of Evolutionary computing covers all of these elds, and the algo-
rithms are termed Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) [Eiben & Smith, 2003a]. [Martin,
2003] describes the history of Evolutionary Computing. Figure 2.1 shows the phylogeny of
Genetic Programming (GP) which is the same as the phylogeny of the Evolutionary Algo-
rithm, take from gure 2.1 of Peter Martin's thesis.
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1960
1970
1980
1990
1958
1959
1965
1975
1985
1992
Freidburg (Learning machine)
Samuel (rule based classi ers)
Fogel, Owens & Walsh
(Evolutionary 
Programming)
Rechenberg
(Evolutionay 
Strategies)
Holland (Genetic Algorithms)
Holland & Reitmann (Genetic Classi er)
Smith (Classi er Programs)
Forsyth (structured boolean expressions)
Cramer (Tree based approach)
Hicklin (LISP)
Fujiki & Dickinson
(LISP)
Schmidhuber 
(PROLOG)
Koza (LISP, Tree based)
Koza (LISP, Tree based, Genetic Programming)
Figure 2.1: The phylogeny of GP as a timeline [Martin, 2003]
This chapter renders background of the Evolutionary Algorithm (EA), including what
the Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) is and details Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP).
Furthermore, the last two sections introduce research on Evolvable Hardware (EHW) and
previous research corresponding to implementing classication tasks by Evolvable Hardware
(EHW).
2.1 Principles of the Evolutionary Algorithm (EA)
In order to resolve tough problems, measures have been developed which mimic natural
evolution and self-adaptation. The computer algorithms that are in accordance with these
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functions are called Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) [Greenwood & Tyrrell, 2007a]. They
have been developed through stochastic and optimization methods via experimental solutions.
The main characteristic of Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) is the intensive use of randomness
and genetics-inspired operations to evolve a set of candidate solutions. The candidate solu-
tions to a certain problem are knowns as chromosomes or individuals. A chromosome is
composed of genes. Each gene is located at a particular position on the chromosome called
the locus. Furthermore, a gene may takes several values - or may have several forms - , each
value of which is known as an allele [Dumitrescu et al., 2000a].
According to natural selection which exhibits survival of the ttest population, gure
2.2 illustrates a heuristic estimation solution of an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) in a ow
chart. First of all, genes are encoded compose chromosomes and generate an initial popula-
tion randomly. Evaluating each candidate according to a tness function produces a set of
new candidates. On the basis of the tness function, high scoring candidates are chosen to
become parents. Variations are then produced through recombination and/or mutation. The
candidates produced from variation being osprings by selection turn into the new parents
for creating the next generation. If the solution satises a predened ending standard, it will
be exported and the experiment terminated. If not, the evolution will recur and the solution
will be evaluated again. This process can be iterated until the terminal criteria is achieved.
In addition, sometimes it will have to go back to initialization from variation or selecting
more data if the ttest candidates are not chosen.
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Figure 2.2: The general scheme of an EA
2.1.1 Elements of an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA)
In order to dene a particular Evolutionary Algorithm (EA), a number of elements,
procedures, and operators of Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are specied [Eiben & Smith,
2003b]. The elements of Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) indicated in gure 2.2 are dened.
Referring to systematization in [Greenwood & Tyrrell, 2007b], they are :
 Representation
 Population
 Evaluation(tness function)
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 Selection
 Variation(recombination and mutation)
 Terminal Criteria
Each item is explained as below. Furthermore, for the purpose of making the algorithms run
smoothly, an initialization procedure and terminal conditions are also dened.
Representation
Linking the real world and the Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) world, sets up a bridge
between the original problem context and the evolutionary space and is the rst step in def-
inition of a Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) in which evolution takes place. This rst design
step is commonly called representation. In biological term, it often adopts phenotype and
genotype to describe representations. The possible solutions within the problem context are
referred to as phenotypes. After their encoding, genotypes are formed from the pheno-
types [Eiben & Smith, 2003b]. For instance, when utilized in Evolvable Hardware (EHW)
problems, the genotype is the subset of all possible encoded problem parameters to describe
a particular circuit conguration. The phenotype is the actual problem solution [Greenwood
& Tyrrell, 2007b]. In addition, \representation" can also be used in a dierent sense, which is
not focused on mapping, but on the \data structure" of the genotype space [Eiben & Smith,
2003b].
What follows here describes an example of the binary strings representations from
[Greenwood & Tyrrell, 2007b] which are arguably the most frequently encountered encodings.
Consider a RC network which can be encoded with a 6-bit binary string. Possible resistor
values are R = f100
; 220
; 390
; 470
; 1K
; 2:2K
; 3:3K
; 5:6K
g and possible capacitor
values are C = f10F; 47F; 220F; 1000Fg. Designers can use three bits to select one of
eight R values such as 000 for 100 
, 001 for 220 
 and so on. Also, two bits are selected to
represent one of four C values such as 00 for 10 F , 01 for 47 F and so on. Finally, one bit
is used to indicate whether the R and C are in series ( logic 0 ) or parallel ( logic 1 ). For
example, the binary string 011101 would indicate a 470 
 resistor in parallel with a 220 F
capacitor.
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Population
The population is a set of individuals (also called chromosomes or candidate solutions)
that consists of bit strings or numbers as shown in gure 2.3.
Population
......................
Individual
(chromosome)
Con guration bit-string
Figure 2.3: The directions of population
The role of the population is to store possible solutions. A population is a multiset of geno-
types because the population may involve more than one copy of the same individual [Eiben
& Smith, 2003b] [Greenwood & Tyrrell, 2007b]. The initial population is usually generated
randomly, but may include illegal solutions. Referring to the suggestion of [Greenwood &
Tyrrell, 2007b], designers could create one legal solution by hand, then duplicate it N   1
times for a population with N individuals. Following this, performing the variation opera-
tor on this population would create a random population made up entirely of strictly legal
individuals. The population size also inuences solutions. If the size is large, it will possi-
bly obtain the best solution but will result in high computing consumption. Otherwise, the
solution might be locally optimal and may not achieve a global solution.
Evaluation(tness function)
Before describing the tness function, Greenwood and Tyrrell focussed primarily on the
objective function in their book. Evaluation indicates the quality of population through a
numeric score to a solution called the objective function. The denition of this function is
rendered as follow : The objective function maps a solution onto the real number line. If O is
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an objective function and X is the space of all possible solutions, then O : X! R. Solution
 is better than solution  if O() > O().
The evaluation process assign a tness value to each chromosome or individual sampled
by the evolutionary algorithm. In nature, the tness of an individual means how well the
organism adapts in a particular environment. Comparably, according to a particular problem
specication, tness provides a measure of how well an individual or a solution performs in
the evolutionary algorithm [Vellasco et al., 2001]. A tness function is a particular type
of objective function that is used to determine the ability of solutions to adapt to their
environment [MIBI, n.d.]. Evaluating the parameter sets and choosing which parameter sets
mate is based upon the survival of the ttest individuals. Therefore, an appropriate tness
function can distinguish between good or bad chromosomes, and the values can be minimized
or maximized depending on the denition.
The tness value is associated with each point in the search space. If there is only one
objective to be satised in the particular search problem, the tness function will usually be
straightforward. However, it is complex when more than one objective must satised by the
evolutionary algorithm [Vellasco et al., 2001]. This issue will be discussed in chapter 2.1.2.
Selection
The role of selection is to distinguish between individuals based on their quality. It
often depends on an individual's tness. After initialization, designers usually use selection
to allow the better individuals to become parents of the next generation. Selection of a parent
is responsible for further quality improvements. The surviving selection undergoes variation
after creating the ospring of the selected parents. This is also based on their higher quality
tness values. Dierent from parent selection that is typically stochastic, survivor selection is
often deterministic, which is usually chosen from selections with the top tness values [Eiben
& Smith, 2003c].
Two selection methods obtained from [Greenwood & Tyrrell, 2007b] chosen to do se-
lection are named Truncation Selection and Tournament Selection. The Truncation
Selection method selects individuals from the previous population to construct the next
population. For example, the  parents from P (t) undergo variation to produce  ospring.
All + are collected and sorted by tness values. The  best t individuals are retained to
form P (t+ 1) and the rest are discarded. Tournament Selection takes a random uniform
sample of q > 1 individuals from the population and then selects the highest t individual.
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Tournament Selection method is stochastic, which means that if the globally optimum
solution is found, it could be accidentally lost. One way to prevent this is by using elitism
where a small number of the best t individuals are copied unchanged from P (t) to P (t+1).
Truncation Selection is naturally elitist.
Variation(recombination and mutation)
The variation operator creates new individuals from existing ones by changing some or
all of the encoded solution parameters [Greenwood & Tyrrell, 2007b]. There are two types of
variation operator which are mutation and recombination illustrated as follow.
 Mutation
The idea of mutation is to create a single ospring by randomly altering encoded so-
lution parameters in the parents. This can result in new gene values which an EA
may be able to use arrive at a better solution than ones previously possible. There are
two examples encoded as an integer array shown as gure 2.4. The top example is of
two randomly chosen integers being swapped. The bottom of gure 2.4 shows another
mutation method which reverses the order of all integers between two randomly chosen
locations. This method is known as inversion [Greenwood & Tyrrell, 2007b].
Mutation
ex: (a)   Swapped :
                
             parents                1 2 5 8 7 3 6 4 0
             o spring              1 2 4 8 7 3 6 5 0
(b)   Inversion :
             parents                1 2 5 8 7 3 6 4 0
             o spring              1 2 5 6 3 7 8 4 0
Figure 2.4: Mutation [Greenwood & Tyrrell, 2007b]
The mutation rate is usually low and the best value is problem dependent. The per-
formance of EA will degrade if the mutation rate is too low. On the contrary, the
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evolutionary process will approach a random search if the mutation rate is too high.
Generally speaking, the value usually recommended is between 1% and 5% [Vellasco
et al., 2001].
 Recombination
Another variation operator uses genetic material from two or more parents to generate
ospring. This is called recombination or crossover. It is the process of choosing
more than one parent solution to produce a child solution. Figure 2.5 explains three
methods of crossover. 1-point crossover is the simplest recombination operator in which
bits are exchanged after the crossover point to produce ospring. The middle method
of the gure shows 2-point crossover. The bits between the two crossover points, with
the others staying the same, are swapped from the parents to become children. The
last method is uniform crossover in which one ospring is created from two parents by
treating each bit independently. Each bit has an associated random variable. If the
random variable value is greater than 0.5, the bit from the upper parent is copied to
the ospring. Otherwise the bit from the lower parent is chosen [Greenwood & Tyrrell,
2007b].
Recombination
ex :     1  0  0  1  0  0                            1  0  0  1  1  1
                                                                                               1 - point crossover
           0  0  1  1  1  1                            0  0  1  1  0  0
ex :     1  0  0  1  0  0                            1  0  1  1  0  0
                                                                                               2 - point crossover
           0  0  1  1  1  1                            0  0  0  1  1  1
ex :     0  1  1  0  0
                                                             0  0  0  0  1                uniform crossover
           1  0  0  1  1
                      r.v = { 0.6 , 0.1 , 0.3 , 0.7 , 0.4 }
Figure 2.5: Recombination [Greenwood & Tyrrell, 2007b]
One-point and two-point crossover have a local scope, and uniform crossover can com-
bine arbitrary patterns present in the chromosome. Furthermore, uniform crossover is
also more likely to destroy good features of the individuals. There are also some docu-
ments showing crossover involving more than two individuals [Vellasco et al., 2001].
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The variation operators are representation dependent. This means dierent repre-
sentations have to dene dierent variation operators. For instance, when genotypes
are bit-strings, a mutation operator inverts a 0 to a 1. However, if the representations
are tree-like structures, another mutation operator will be required [Eiben & Smith,
2003b].
Terminal Criteria
EAs are stochastic and there is mostly no guarantee that they will arrive an optimal solu-
tion, so the condition might never be satised or the algorithms also might never stop [Eiben
& Smith, 2003b]. Referring to [Greenwood & Tyrrell, 2007b], three criteria are commonly
used to decide whether to stop the algorithms which are described as the following :
 The algorithm has converged
 A xed number of generations have been processed
 A suciently good enough solution has been found
These three terminal criteria seem to contain all the possible stop conditions which are optimal
values achieved or conditions satised. Except from the solutions reach the ttest value of
objective function, the Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) also needs other end requirements to
prevent unlimited runs.
2.1.2 Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithms
Following on from the Evaluation section, a single-objective function is well-suited to
dene standard Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) for optimizing problems. However, most
real-world applications tend to require simultaneous optimization for more than one objective
[Jong, 2006a]. One simple answer is to convert the multiple objectives into a single objective
function. For example : a weighted sum F (x) = !1F1(x) + !2F2(x) +    + !nFn(x). The
challenging issue of this case is the fact that these weights are dicult or impossible to
obtain. In this case, instead of \guesstimating" the unknown weights, it is better to provide
a set of \tradeo" solutions. Also, the particular solutions can be selected according to
other external factors [Jong, 2006b]. Consider the design of a house. The ideal design could
maximise space and quality of location while minimising cost. Obviously, these objectives
are conicting. More space in a house may have high cost, and a low-cost house might be
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in a worse location. Hence, there is no single optimal objective to be found. Multiobjective
Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs) was proposed to generate all optimal sets of solutions
which give designers evaluating the trade-o options between dierent choices. This could
be choosing between two dierent houses in accordance with dierent marketing needs: a
narrower house means less expense, alternatively a high-cost house which possesses a high-
value location may be the major objective. In addition, Evolutionary algorithms are suitable
for using multiobjective optimization because they are based on biological processes being
naturally multiobjective [Muller, 2002].
In the mid-1980's, the rst pioneering work in solving multiobjective optimization prob-
lems using evolutionary approaches was created by Schaer and Fourman [Zitzler & Thiele,
1999] [Zitzler Eckart et al., 2000]. This led to a number of algorithms being successfully
proposed and applied in various problems [Zitzler Eckart et al., 2000] [Zitzler et al., 2001]
[Zitzler & Thiele, 1999].
Denations [Zhou et al., 2011] [Zitzler Eckart et al., 2000] [Muller, 2002]
In traditional optimization problems, multiple and conicting objectives are aggregated
into a single-objective optimization problem. The diculties are mentioned above. Here, a
set of optimal trade-os are found which is the so-called Pareto-optimal front.
In contrast to fully ordered scalar search spaces, multiobjective search spaces are partially
ordered such that two arbitrary solutions are related to each other in two possible ways: either
one dominates the other or neither of them are dominant.
A multiobjective optimization problem can be formulated mathematically as :
minimize F (x) = (f1(x);    ; fm(x))T (2.1)
s:t: x 2 
;
where 
 is the decision space and x 2 
 is a decision vector. F (x) consists of m objective
functions fi : 
  ! R, i = 1;    ;m, where Rm is the objective space.
The objectives in formula (2.1) usually conict with each other such that if one is improved, it
may result in degeneration of the others. Therefore, a single solution to optimize all objectives
simultaneously is impossible. Rather, it is required to estimate the Pareto optimal solutions
to give the best trade-o solution. Edgeworth and Pareto primarily proposed the Pareto-
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Optimality, for which the formal denitions can be found in [Zitzler Eckart et al., 2000],
[Muller, 2002] and [Zitzler et al., 2003].
Denition 1 :
A vector u = (u1;    ; um)T is represented to dominate another vector v = (v1;    ; vm)T ,
denoted as u  v, if and only if 8i 2 f1;    ;mg, ui  vi and u 6= v.
Denition 2 :
A feasible solution or non-dominated solution [Eiben & Smith, 2003d] x 2 
 of formula (2.1)
is named a Pareto optimal solution, if and only if 6 9y 2 
 such that F (y)  F (x) . The
set of all the Pareto optimal solutions is called the Pareto set (PS) which is denoted as :
PS = fx 2 
 j6 9y 2 
; F (y)  F (x)g
The image of the Pareto set (PS) in the objective space is called the Pareto front (PF)
PF = fF (x) j x 2 PSg
Applications
There is a large volume of literature illustrating distinct categories of Multiobjective
Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs) such as the Vector Evaluated Genetic Algorithm (VEGA)
created by Schaer in 1984, the Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) produced
by Srinivas and Deb in 1994, and most recently the Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm
(SPEA) proposed by Zitzler and Thiele in 1999. [Zitzler et al., 2003] and [Zhou et al.,
2011] explain Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs) problems while dierent
algorithms are compared and applied in [Zitzler & Thiele, 1999] and [Zitzler Eckart et al.,
2000].
Corresponding to the nature of biological processes in the real world, multi-objective in-
stances are more reasonable than single-objective cases. This applies to solving optimization
problems. Various elds of scientists and engineers use Multiobjective Evolutionary Algo-
rithms (MOEAs) as they are eective and robust. [Zhou et al., 2011] list the diverse areas
and applications of MOEAs such as \an elitist multiobjective genetic algorithm (EMOGA)"
used in pattern classication, \a novel multiobjective optimization immune algorithm in dy-
namic environment" for greenhouse control, \a multiobjective optimization approach based
on prototype optimization with evolved improvement steps" applied in nancial optimization,
etc.
The purpose of Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs) is to approach a set
of Pareto optimal solution rather than a single solution. It is worth probing how to generate
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ospring eciently. Another interesting view found in [Zhou et al., 2011], describes interactive
Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs), where interaction with decision makers
involved. This paper also explains how to model or classify noises and dynamic environments
when using multiobjective optimisation and also paves the way for future work.
2.1.3 Schema Theory
When considering Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) some questions may come naturally
: Why should Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) build solutions of better and better tness
quality? Why should they nd a satisfactory solution for a given problem? What is the
probability of improving the tness quality for solutions with each generation? What is the
probability of nding a satisfactory solution to a given problem? In order to answer theses
questions, it is possible by means of precise mathematical models to answer these questions.
The most studied and best known classes of models in Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are
commonly known as Schema Theories [Cagnoni & Vanneschi, 2010].
The Schema Theory was put forward in Holland's book [Holland, 1992b] (rst edition
in 1975, The University of Michigan). Most description of the theory in this section comes
from Holland's book. In an adaptive system, the major challenge is that the set of possible
structures a is very large and the performance functions E comprise many local maxima.
Designers could proceed the search of a if there will be signicant improvements. However,
unexploited probabilities may doom the system to a fruitless search. Therefore, consistently
testing and incorporating structural properties associated with better performance, as an
integral part of the search of a, is only one insurance of these contingencies. In view of this,
the useful properties have to be determined and exploited. This suggests that the useful
properties should also be points of comparison between structures that yield better-than-
average performance.
Let us assume a nite set of detectors fi : a ! Vi; i = 1;    ; lg are given. According
to the detectors, each structure A 2 a will have a representation (1(A); 2(A);    ; l(A)).
This means that the detector observes values i(A) 2 Vi; i = 1;    ; l for each structure A.
Let the symbol \  " mean \ don't care ". (v13;;;    ;) designates the subset of all
elements in a having the attribute v13 2 V1. Equivalently, (v13;;    ;) designates the set
of all l-tuples in a beginning with the symbol v13. For instance, if l = 3, (v13; v22; v32) and
(v13; v21; v31) belong to (v13;;), (v12; v22; v32) will not. [Holland, 1992b]
The set of all l-tuples including \don't care" and attributes is provided by the augmented
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product set  =
Ql
i=1fVi
Sfgg. Any l-tuple  = (i1 ;i2 ;    ;il) 2  designates a subset
of a as following : A 2 a belongs to the subset if and only if (1) when ij = , any attribute
from Vj may happen at the jth position of A, (2) when ij 2 Vj , the attributes ij must
happen at the jth position of A. For example, (v11; v21; v31; v43) and (v13; v21; v32; v43) belong
to (; v21;; v43) but (v11; v21; v31; v42) does not. The set of l-tuples  = (i1 ;i2 ;    ;il)
belonging to  will be named the set of schemata. [Holland, 1992b]
The Schema Theory for Genetic Algorithm (GA)
The Schema Theory is applied to the Standard Genetic Algorithm (SGA) using tness
proportional selection, one-point crossover, and bitwise mutation [Eiben & Smith, 2003e].
[Malcolm Heywood, 2012], [Eiben & Smith, 2003e] and [Dumitrescu et al., 2000b] explain
this issue, rstly by dening three things : (1) an example of a schema H, (2) a schema of
order o(H) which means the number of positions in the schema that do not have the \"
sign, and (3) a schema dening length d(H) which is the distance between the rst and last
non \" gene in schema H (this equals the number of possible crossover points between
these positions). Thus, the schema H = 1010 has order o(H) = 4 and dening length
d(H) = 7  1 = 6. \" represents \don't care".
What follows is an attempt to model the probability P (H; t) of the schema H being
selected at generation t. Consider the following two parts of models :
 Probability of selection P (H; t) / number of individuals matching schema H at gener-
ation t denoted as m(H; t);
 Probability of selection P (H; t) / average tness of individuals matching schema H
relative to the average tness of all individuals in the population. The former average
tness is denoted as f(H; t), and the latter as f(t).
Therefore, depending on the models above, a formula is obtained,
P (H; t) =
m(H; t)f(H; t)
M f(t)
(2.2)
WhereM indicates population size, or the number of independent samples taken to create the
next set of parents. Under tness proportional selection, the expected number of instances
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of schema H in the population is,
E[m(H; t)] =M  P (H; t) = m(H; t)f(H; t)f(t) (2.3)
Next, search operators, one-point crossover and bitwise mutation, are introduced which may
cause the schema to be disrupted. Consider a genotype of length l that contains the schema
H. Under one-point crossover, the (lower bound) probability of schema H surviving at
generation t is,
P (H survives) = 1  P (H does not survive) = 1  d(H)
l   1 pdiff (H; t) (2.4)
Where pdiff (H; t) is the probability that the second parent does not match schema H. In
addition, pdiff (H; t) = 1 is the special example of the worst case lower bound. The other
search operator is bitwise mutation. In order for schema H to survive, all non \" genes
in the schema remain unchanged as much as possible. Accordingly, the probability that a
certain position of the schema H will survive the action of mutation is 1 pm, where pm is the
mutation probability that a certain position will change its value. The schema H will survive
the application of the mutation operator whose probability is (1  pm)o(H). Typically, if the
mutation probability pm is small (pm  1), (1  pm)o(H)  1  o(H)pm may be obtained.
After normalising by M to make the result population-size independent, allowing for the
disruptive eects of recombination and mutation, and using an inequality to allow for the
creation of new instances of H by the variation operators, the expected number of schema H
at generation t+ 1 when applying to a standard genetic algorithm (SGA) with proportional
selection, one-point crossover, and bitwise mutation is,
E[m(H; t+ 1)]  m(H; t)f(H; t)f(t) (1  pc
d(H)
l   1 pdiff (H; t))(1  o(H)pm) (2.5)
The parameters pc and pm are the rate of crossover and mutation, respectively. If we disregard
the small product term (pc
d(H)
l   1 pdiff (H; t)o(H)pm) from the formula (2.5), we obtain the
fundamental theory of genetic algorithms to be the following :
E[m(H; t+ 1)]  m(H; t)f(H; t)f(t) (1  pc
d(H)
l   1 pdiff (H; t)  o(H)pm) (2.6)
This is the schema theory, and the form is naturally specic under the selection and search
operators from which it was derived. A more generic form for the schema theory might be
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represented as :
E[m(H; t+ 1)]  m(H; t)(H; t)(1  (H; t)) (2.7)
Where (H; t) is the \selection coecient" and (H; t) is the \transcription error". Speci-
cally, for schema H survive, then,
(H; t)  (1  (H; t)) =) f(H; t)f(t)  (1  pc
d(H)
l   1 pdiff (H; t)  o(H)pm) (2.8)
Summary
Holland's schema theory analyses the expected schema sampling behaviour of next gener-
ations applied to Genetic Algorithms (GAs). The result obtained indicates that the frequency
of schemata with above-average tness, which means short schemata of low order, tends to
increase in the next generation. Schemata possessing short denition length, low order, and
high performance are known as building blocks. However, the schema theory provides
only lower bounds for the expected number of instances of a schema in the next generation.
The building block hypothesis suggests that Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are able to evolve
good solutions by combining these t, low order, short denition lengths schemata to form
better solutions. For example, for a population made up of strings of length l = 7, the fol-
lowing schemata may represent building blocks: H1 = 10, H2 = 11, and
H3 = 10. Due to the action of Genetic Algorithms (GAs), building blocks com-
bine in order to form bigger and bigger building blocks with better and better performances
[Sekanina, 2004a] [Dumitrescu et al., 2000b].
2.1.4 Types of Evolutionary Algorithm (EA)
The Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) is a popular term and is generally divided into three
approaches which are Evolutionary Programming (EP), Genetic Algorithms (GA),
and Evolution Strategies (ES). Today designers tend to blend these algorithms leading
to the distinctions between them becoming blurred [Greenwood & Tyrrell, 2007c]. Genetic
Programming (GP) is somewhat dierent from Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) which
are a specialised form of Genetic Algorithm (GA). In this subsection, ES, GA and GP are
introduced.
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Evolution Strategy (ES)
The Evolution Strategy (ES) works with parameter control via self-adaptation [Hansen
et al., 2013]. The Evolution Strategy (ES) usually works with small populations and does
not use recombination, which indicates that it is just mutation driven [Miller & Tempesti,
2011]. Selection in evolution strategies is based on tness rankings, not on actual tness
values. The conceptual algorithm of the self-adaptation evolution strategy is described below
[Beyer, 2007]:
1. Initialize parent population P = fa1;    ; ag.
2. Generate the ospring population by mutating the parent Q = fb1;    ; bg.
3. Select new parent population by deterministic truncation selection from either
 the ospring population Q: which means that the new population is generated
from the best individuals of the ospring only, meaning that there is only ospring
competition, denoted as (; ), or
 the parent P and ospring Q population: which means that the new population
is generated from the best individuals of parents and ospring, meaning that is
parent and ospring compete with each other, denoted as (+ ).
4. Goto step 2 until terminal criterion fullled.
Genetic Algorithm (GA)
A Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a search algorithm based on the mechanics of natural
genetics and selection [Goldberg, 1989]. The evolutionary process is similar to gure 2.1. A
population of strings called chromosomes, which are encoded candidate solutions of named
individuals to an optimization problem, evolves towards better solutions. An algorithm is
initialized with a population represented by chromosomes. Solutions from one population
are taken to generate a new population called the ospring, which are selected according to
their tness. After variation, the more suitable the candidates are, the more opportunities
they obtain to be produced. This is motivated by a hope that the new population will be
better than the previous one. The process is repeated until the terminal criterion are satised
[Obitko, 1998].
There are three aspects of applying Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [Wall, n.d.] [Mitchell,
1998] :
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 denition of the tness function: Individual solutions are selected through a tness
based process where tter solutions measured by a tness function are typically more
likely to be chosen. A simple example would be maximising the real-valued one-
dimensional function
f(y) = y + jsin(32y)j; 0  y <  (2.9)
The candidate solutions are the values of y, and they can be encoded as bit strings
representing real numbers. The tness calculation translates a given bit string x into
a real number y. After this, y is used to evaluate the function f(y). The tness of a
string is the function value at that point.
 denition and implementation of the genetic representation: One approach of the ge-
netic representation is to encode solutions as binary strings where the digit at each po-
sition represents the value of some aspect of the solution such as f1011001011000010g.
Another similar approach is to encode solutions as arrays of integers or decimal numbers,
with each position representing some particular aspects of the solution like f1; 5; 3; 2; 6; 4;
1; 4; 9g.
 denition and implementation of the genetic operators: This step generates a next
generation population of solutions from those selected through the genetic operators
crossover (also called recombination) and/or mutation, which inuence the perfor-
mance.
Once the three conditions have been well dened, the genetic algorithm should work well.
Moreover, in order to improve performance, designers can try some dierent variations such
as using multiple optima or parallelizing the algorithms [Wall, n.d.].
Genetic Programming (GP)
Genetic Programming (GP) continues the trend of dealing with the problem of repre-
sentation. There are many problems in representation with xed-length character strings.
For example, the most natural representation for a solution is a hierarchical computer pro-
gram. Because the shape and the size of the hierarchical computer program will solve a given
problem which is generally not known beforehand, the program should have the potential to
change the size and shape. Genetic Programming (GP) operates very general and hierarchical
computer programs [Koza, 1992b].
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Figure 2.6 shows an example of Genetic Programming (GP) representation, which depicts
graphically the LISP S-expression as a rooted, point-labeled tree with ordered branches.
*
*
*
+
Z Y
Z
Y
0.317
ZY(Y+0.317Z)
Figure 2.6: An example of GP representation
The four internal points of the tree are labeled with functions (; ;+; and), and the ve ex-
ternal points (leaves) are labeled with terminals (Z; Y; Y; 0:317; andZ). So the S-expression of
the tree is ZY (Y +0:317Z) [Koza, 1992b]. The evolutionary process of Genetic Programming
(GP) is similar to gure 2.1 because it is also a type of Evolutionary Algorithm (EA).
2.2 Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP)
Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP) originates from a method of evolving digital
circuits developed by Julian Miller in 1997. It is called `Cartesian' because it represents
a program using a two-dimensional grid of nodes [Miller, 2011]. The genotype is a list of
integers that represent the program primitives and how they are connected together. This
section introduces CGP, describes what is CGP, how it is used, and provides suggestions of
parameter settings for the CGP program.
2.2.1 General Form of CGP
The types of nodes in CGP are decided by designers and each node in the directed graph
represents a particular function which is encoded by a number of genes. Figure 2.7 shows the
general form of CGP.
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Figure 2.7: General form of CGP [Miller, 2011]
There are nc columns and nr rows. Furthermore, the number of program inputs is ni and the
number of outputs is no. Nodes in the same column are not allowed to be connected to each
other. The CGP genotype of this general form is in the bottom of gure 2.7. Fi represents
function genes, Ci;j means connection genes, and Oi in this genotype shows output genes.
All functions have as many inputs as maximum function arity a, and unused connections are
ignored.
CGP has three parameters chosen by designers which are the number of columns,
the number of rows and levels-back. They are denoted by nc, nr and l, respectively.
The product of nc and nr determine the maximum number of computational nodes allowed:
Ln = ncnr. Levels-back, which is the parameter l, controls the connectivity of the graph
encoded. It constrains which columns a node can get its inputs from. Varing these parameters
leads to various kinds of graph topologies, e.g., tall and thin, short and wide, or layered graphs
[Miller, 2011].
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2.2.2 An Example of CGP Genotype-Phenotype Mapping
CGP can represent a large number of computational structure. After giving the general
form, an example of a CGP genotype encoded for a digital circuit is discussed. Figure
2.8 shows the evolved CGP genotype and corresponding phenotype for a two-bit multiplier
circuit. The CGP genotype parameters for this example are nc=10, nr=1 and l=10.
Figure 2.8: A CGP genotype and corresponding phenotype for a two-bit multiplier circuit [Miller, 2011]
There are four logic gates which are primitive functions in the function set. Let's assume
two inputs to be a and b, and the four functions are AND(a,b)(0), AND(a,NOT(b))(1),
XOR(a,b)(2) and OR(a,b)(3). The digits in parentheses are the function genes. These are
the addresses in a user-dened lookup table of functions and are shown in front of each gene
with an underline in the genotype. Labels 6 and 10 are not used because there are no circuit
outputs requiring them, which are non-coding nodes and shown in dashed line [Miller, 2011].
2.2.3 Variation of CGP Genotype
Variation mechanisms in CGP are discussed in this subsection. Only the mutation op-
erator is used in CGP, because the crossover operator is considered too disruptive in CGP
and experience has illustrated that mutation can produce good evolutionary behaviour. How
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mutation works in CGP and genotype-phenotype mapping will be discussed here.
Mutation of CGP
The mutation operator used in CGP is a point mutation operator. The percentage of the
total number of genes in the genotype that are mutated is dened as mutation rate, which
is denoted by r. Often the actual number of gene sites that could be mutated in a genotype
is given length Lg. The quantity of mutation length is shown as g, so that g = rLg.
An example of the point mutation operator is shown in gure 2.9.
Figure 2.9: An example of the point mutation operator before and after it is applied to a CGP genotype
[Miller, 2011]
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The single point mutation applied to a CGP genotype and the corresponding phenotype
occurs in the program output gene oA changing the value from 6 to 7. This leads to nodes 3
and 7 becoming active, whereas nodes 2, 5 and 6 are changed to inactive. Dashed lines are
used to represent inactive areas [Miller, 2011].
2.2.4 An Example of Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP) in Hardware
Consider an example from [Sekanina, 2004b] to implement CGP in hardware. As seen in
gure 2.10, the chromosome represents the conguration bits which determine the congura-
tion of the programmable elements.
I0
I1
I2
I3
I0
I1
I2
I3
I0
I1
I2
I3
input 1 input 2 function
CFB
6-bit con guration
Figure 2.10: An example of CGP in Hardware [Sekanina, 2004b]
One CGP node consists of two multiplexers and one Congurable Functional Block (CFB).
After input signals are selected by both of the 2-bit conguration bits multiplexers, they
pass the signals from the multiplexers to the Congurable Functional Block (CFB). These
signals are also selected by 2-bit conguration bits in the Congurable Functional Block
(CFB) because four functions can be chosen in the Congurable Functional Block (CFB).
Afterwards, the output signal from the Congurable Functional Block (CFB) goes to the next
stage. The parameters set of this example are number of rows nr = 4, number of columns
nc = 3, number of inputs ni = 4, number of outputs no = 2, number of node inputs nn = 2,
number of node functions nf = 4, and level-back L = 1.
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2.2.5 Parameters Setting Suggestions of CGP
In order to make CGP appropriate for evolution, some general suggestions can be con-
sidered. Here, there are three CGP parameters, mutation rate r, the number of columns nc
and the number of rows nr, discussed below.
A suitable mutation rate depends on the length of genotype which means how many nodes
there are. As a rule of thumb, one should use about 1% mutation if a maximum of 100 nodes
are used, i.e. ncnr = 100 [Miller, 2011]. Generally speaking, larger genotypes require lower
tness evaluations than smaller genotypes to achieve successful evolution. The reason is the
usefulness of neutral drift in the evolution of CGP genotypes. There are a lager percentage
of non-coding genes in lager CGP genotypes than in smaller ones, so the potential for neutral
drift is much larger. Due to this, we have seen that large genotypes lead to more ecient
evolution. However, the designers need to consider the optimal number of columns nc and
number of rows nr for a certain genotype length. [Miller, 2011] oers some suggestions : If
there are no problems with implementing arbitrary directed graphs, then the recommended
choice of these parameters is nr = 1 with nc = l. However, if the evolved CGP genotypes
on digital devices with limited routing resources are implemented for evolving circuits, it is
often useful to choose nc = nr. It should be stressed that these recommendations are rules
of thumb, as no detailed quantitative work on this aspect has been published [Miller, 2011].
2.3 Evolvable Hardware (EHW)
Evolvable hardware (EHW) is a dynamic eld that brings together recongurable hard-
ware, articial intelligence, fault tolerance and autonomous systems. EHW uses simulated
evolution which is performed by a variety of dierent stochastic search algorithms such as
Genetic Algorithms (GA), Evolutionary Programming (EP) or Evolution Strategies (ES) to
search for new hardware congurations [Greenwood & Tyrrell, 2007d]. Referring to [Martin,
2003], compares the implementation of hardware using Genetic Programming (GP) with a
software implementation using the same algorithm. The Hardware GP, the same algorithm
running on a 1.4 GHz Athlon processor, and a standard tree based GP system using the
package called lilgp running on a 1.4 GHz Athlon PC are used in the thesis. From Martin's
thesis, it is obvious that the running speed of Hardware GP is much faster than the other
two. There are many Evolvable Hardware (EHW) applications in the real-world such as
Robot Control, Image processing, and Classication/Recognition. The target of Evolvable
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Hardware (EHW) will be to make better computing systems than traditional architectures
for real-world applications [Torresen, 2008].
Generally speaking, there are three sorts of recongurable devices that evolved hardware
is implemented on. These are : eld programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), eld programmable
analog arrays (FPAAs) or eld programmable transistor arrays (FPTAs). Each device de-
pending on the function, is congured to dene its architecture, and the purpose is to nd
the architecture of the best performance for the given application. This section provides
the fundamental concepts of EHW to explain evolutionary cycle and intrinsic vs. extrinsic
evolution. Furthermore the nal subsection describes some information about digital and
analogue recongurable devices.
2.3.1 Evolutionary Cycle
The concept of an evolutionary cycle is basic and important for Evolvable Hardware
(EHW) and is described in this subsection. For biological evolution, lifeforms adapt to
a particular environment over successive generations. The ospring come from selection,
crossover, mutation and then the survival of the ttest. As for Evolutionary Computing
(EC), it imitates biological evolution to optimize solutions to a wide variety of complex
problems [Torresen, 2008].
Consider gure 2.11, the left side is a stylized model of the evolutionary cycle occurring
for human being.
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Figure 2.11: Evolutionary Cycle [Greenwood & Tyrrell, 2007d]
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To avoid a chicken and egg argument, we create a beginning with parents to produce children.
Some will survive in an environment that they are better suited to than others. Selection
chooses whether these children will or will not become parents for the next generation. Moving
to the right side of gure 2.11, it shows the generic electronic evolutionary cycle similar
left gure but for a evolvable hardware system. Now our population is a set of electronic
systems and has been transformed into a binary string which is used to congure the system.
Afterwards, the system is evaluated to give a tness to transform the problem solution into
a measurable number. Using this number helps in the selection stage and in forming the
next generation of the possible solution. DNA from the left gure is transformed to a binary
string in the right gure. It does not have to be a binary string, but this is a good example
for discussion. As the cycle illustrated in gure 2.11 and mentioned the terminal criteria in
subsection 2.1.1, this cycle continues more typically until the tness achieving a maximum
value or the designers don't want to do [Greenwood & Tyrrell, 2007d].
2.3.2 Intrinsic vs. Extrinsic Evolution
From an implementation point of view, there are ve categories of evolvable hardware-
based experiments and applications which are introduced in [Sekanina, 2004c]. They are
named intrinsic, extrinsic, unconstrained, constrained, and mixtrinsic evolution. These ve
categories of evolution are used for evolutionary circuit design in the digital as well as the
analogue domain. In this thesis only Intrinsic and Extrinsic evolution are chosen to be
studied.
Figure 2.12 shows the main steps for the evolutionary synthesis of electronic circuits.
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Figure 2.12: Evolutionary synthesis of electronic circuits [Greenwood & Tyrrell, 2007d]
There are two dierent ways to check tness and which method is chosen depend on whether
intrinsic or extrinsic evolution is used. Extrinsic evolution is represented as a triangle
in gure 2.12 using circuit models and simulators to evaluate circuit congurations [Green-
wood & Tyrrell, 2007d]. This means that the circuits are evaluated by a software simulator.
The physical recongurable circuit is created the conguration bitstream only from the best
solution at the end of the evolution [Sekanina, 2004c]. On the other hand, in an intrinsic
evolution, every chromosome is downloaded and physical testing to measure tness, being
a represented by a square in gure 2.12 [Greenwood & Tyrrell, 2007d]. Much of the circuit
synthesis work done today relies on simulators because they are more exible and it is easier
to try dierent circuit congurations. But simulators usually do not operate very well. Many
designs are chosen to be undertaken intrinsically because it leads to faster tness calculation
and faster evolution [Greenwood & Tyrrell, 2007e] [Sekanina, 2004c].
2.3.3 Recongurable Devices
Recongurable Devices are the key component of EHW. The concepts of digital and
analogue recongurable devices are discussed in this subsection individually.
Digital Devices
For EHW, designers are interested in two types of programmable device, one being the
programmable logic device (PLD) and the other is the eld-programmable gate
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array (FPGA). The eld-programmable gate array (FPGA) is introduced in the following
subsection.
The FPGA is a highly congurable digital device which is organized by an array of logic
blocks [Greenwood & Tyrrell, 2007f] as shown in gure 2.13. Every FPGA chip is composed of
a nite number of predened resources containing programmable interconnects to implement
a recongurable digit circuit. Furthermore, the I/O blocks allow the circuit to communicate
with the outside world [Corporation, 2015].
LOGIC BLOCKS
PROGRAMMABLE
INTERCONNECT I/O BLOCKS
Figure 2.13: Basic FPGA architecture [Corporation, 2015]
In general, there are three major types of element required on FPGAs. These are Congurable
Logic Block (CLB), Interconnect, and I/O pins. First of all, the model of Congurable Logic
Block (CLB) is depicted in gure 2.14.
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Figure 2.14: General model of a Congurable Logic Block [Martin, 2003]
The Congurable Logic Block (CLB), also named Slice, can usually perform the function
of several typical logic gates [Greenwood & Tyrrell, 2007f]. Each Slice includes two Logic
Cells which consist of a function generator implemented as a Look up Table (LUT), a storage
element or Flip Flop (FF), and an internal Carry and Control (CC) [Martin, 2003]. Secondly,
interconnections are made between the logic elements. FPGAs typically provide several types
of interconnect according to the distance between the connection of the combinational logic
blocks. Finally, the I/O pins denoted as I/O blocks (IOBs) are generally programmable
as inputs or outputs and often provide other features such as low-power or high-speed con-
nections [Wolf, 2004]. Programming an FPGA requires three tasks: 1i the functions are
implemented in logic blocks, 2i the signal is routed between logic blocks, 3i the characteris-
tics of the input/output blocks are dened. This will be either a tri-state output or a latched
input [Greenwood & Tyrrell, 2007f].
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Analog Device
While digital hardware is becoming more and more popular, analogue electronic circuits
are still required. Sensors are an example of this issue, which are usually used by analogue
preprocessors to measure physical signals in an analogue world. In analogue EHW, the
transistor level of the device is referred to as a eld programmable transistor array
(FPTA), and the higher level of the device where the user programs provide operatioal
amplier circuitry is referred to as a eld programmable analogue array (FPAA). The
abstract view of FPTA and the transistor cell are introduced in this subsection.
The picture on gure 2.15 shows a low-level structure schematic called the transistor cell
where designers can vary the physical dimensions of a transistor.
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Figure 2.15: Schematic of one transistor cell [Greenwood & Tyrrell, 2007f]
Varying the ratio of the transistor's channel Width W and Length L can produce transistors
with dierent characteristics. A ne-grained programmable device can be constructed by
placing lots of transistor cells into a N M mesh array. The three terminals known as the
Drain, the Gate and the Source of the programmable transistor can be connected to either
of four cell edges, as well as to Vdd or Gnd. Routing signals through the chip is controlled by
the six routing swithchs that link the four cell borders with each other.
The FPTA consists of 16 16 programmable transistor cells depicted as in gure 2.16.
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Figure 2.16: Schematic of the FPTA [Greenwood & Tyrrell, 2007f]
CMOS transistors come from two types of transistors named P- and N- MOS. Half of the
transistor cells are designed as programmable PMOS transistors and half as programmable
NMOS transistors. Each cell contains the programmable transistor itself, three decoders that
allow the three transistor terminals, Drain, Gate and Source, to be connected to one of the
four cell boundaries and Vdd or Gnd [Greenwood & Tyrrell, 2007f]. As both of the analogue
and digital CMOS circuits depend on the functions implemented by transistors, the FPTA
is exible enough to synthesize analogue, digital, and mixed-signal circuits [Zebulum et al.,
2000].
2.4 Evolvable Hardware Architectures for Classication Tasks
There are a number of papers exhibiting classication tasks by evolvable hardware (EHW)
such as pattern recognition systems applied in EHW. Facial image processing with functional
unit row (FUR) is one use of the EHW architecture and is illustrated in [Glette et al., 2007].
Compared with [Yasunaga et al., 2000], which proposed Logic Design using the Evolved
Truth Table (LoDETT) associated with increased Complexity Evolution (ICE) Architecture
to categorize patterns, [Glette et al., 2007] exhibits slightly better classication accurancy.
In addition, LoDETT lacks online evolution ability which is a drawback of the design. [Wang
et al., 2005] and [Torresen et al., 2004] apply ICE architecture to implement a character
classication system. This method is built on a recongurable structure, and the EHW
system is utilized to evolve pattern classication in a short time, especially in [Torresen
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et al., 2004]. Electromyographic (EMG) prosthetic hand control (PHC) [Glette, Torresen,
Gruber, Sick, Kaufmann & Platzner, 2008] classies muscles' signals, which is comparable
with conventional classication techniques such as k-nearest-neighbor (kNN), decision trees
(DTs) and SVMs. Also, the ECGP model and the Functional Unit Row EHW Architecture
were demonstrated. SVM yields the lowest error rate, and the rate of test errors in EHW
approaches is between that of kNN and DT. Packet classication with hash function [Widiger
et al., 2006] classies packets as memory and computation time are the most troublesome
problems of communication networks. Furthermore, in order to limit the costs of hardware,
designers used software implementations of encryption algorithms. Also, it consists of an
evolutionary algorithm implemented in hardware.
[Glette, Torresen, Kaufmann & Platzner, 2008] compares EHW architectures for classica-
tion tasks. This section describes classiers developed by conventional time sequence classi-
cation techniques such as PLA-Based architecture and Increased Complexity Evolution
(ICE) architecture. Afterwards, classication module developed from ICE architecture
consist of P category detection modules (CDMs) which are depicted in gure 2.17.
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Figure 2.17: EHW classication module [Glette, Torresen, Gruber, Sick, Kaufmann & Platzner, 2008] [Torresen
et al., 2008] [Glette et al., 2007]
The input data pattern is classied by each CDM. The highest value output from the CDM
will be detected by a maximum detector, and the number of this category will be the output
from the system. Depending on this classication module, two classiers are developed from
it. These are the Embedded Cartesian Genetic Programming (ECGP) architecture and
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the Functional Unit Row (FUR) architecture. Furthermore, the measure qualities such as
classication accuracy and evolution speed are required in the system. These classication
architectures are described below.
2.4.1 Conventional Classier
Three sorts of conventional classifying paradigms are selected to realize dierent forms of
classication tasks.
 k-nearest-neighbor (kNN)
The kNN classication is one of unsupervised learning algorithms. It approaches the
classication task by identifying the k-th nearest neighbours to a query example and
using those neighbours to help classifying the query example which it belonged to.
This method is simple, and does not require training time because of unsupervised
learning. However, the problems are how to select suitable features and the setting of
distances. If the designers encounter some special features, maybe the machine will
measure incorrectly. On the other hand, it is dicult to set the distance unit if the case
is not concerning distances. Furthermore, memory intensity is also another problem.
 Decision trees (DTs)
The DT classication is a simple supervised learning algorithm which is a diagram of
nodes, terminal nodes (leaves) and decision point (branches) like a tree. Each node
represents a test attribute, and each branch shows a possible test outcome. A tree is
labeled either as a leaf node with a class or a test node computed from some outcome
of an instance. The DT learning can be understood as a set of if-then rules. An input
pattern is classied by successful training data from the root of a DT down to a leaf. The
advantages of the DT is that the graphic approach can help decision-makers represent
alternative decisions, possible outcomes, and chance events schematically. The visual
approach is particularly helpful for comprehending the problems of multiple choices and
possible outcomes. On the contrary, it maybe increase failures if there are too many
categories.
 Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
The SVM classier also uses a supervised learning algorithm, which builds a hyperplane
or set of hyperplanes in a high or innite dimensional space to do classication tasks. A
good classication is achieved by using parallel hyperplanes with the largest distances.
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These hyperplanes are optimal which means they have a maximal margin, where the
margin is the minimal distance from the separating hyperplane to the nearest data
points. It can deal with linearly separated problems, as well as nonlinearly ones. The
key advantage of SVMs is the principle of structural risk minimization which typically
yields very good generalization performance compared to other classier paradigms
[Glette, Torresen, Gruber, Sick, Kaufmann & Platzner, 2008].
2.4.2 Taxonomy of EHW Architectures for Classication Assignment
Referring to [Glette, Torresen, Kaufmann & Platzner, 2008], four kinds of Evolvable Hard-
ware (EHW) architectures for classication tasks are mentioned listed below in chronological
order.
PLA-Based Architecture
The programmable logic array (PLA) approach implements a sum of products represen-
tation, as shown in Figure 2.18, and it is a basic model of the genome's representation.
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Figure 2.18: PLA-based architecture [Glette, Torresen, Kaufmann & Platzner, 2008]
For the PLA classier, each primary input and their negates are connected to a set of AND
gates. Then, the outputs of the AND gates are connected to the inputs of a set of OR
gates. A genome from the memory congures the PLA by dening the fuse setting at the
intersections of primary input lines and the AND gates' inputs, the AND gates' outputs
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and the OR gates' inputs. Each single OR gate's output corresponds to the detection of a
single category. The tness is measured on the correct outputs from the classier after being
presented all of the training vectors. In order to reach the maximum classication accuracy,
the PLA architecture requires a high number of tness evaluation. Furthermore, it is limited
by its two-level logic structure.
Increased Complexity Evolution (ICE) Architecture
The ICE architecture can be considered as a multi-PLA that supports several sum-of-
products for each category detection unit. The classier system is divided into subsystems,
which is seen in Figure 2.19.
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Figure 2.19: Increased Complexity Evolution (ICE) Architecture [Glette, Torresen, Kaufmann & Platzner,
2008]
Each subsystem is combined as an AND-OR gate, a selector unit and a counter. The AND
gates can connect to any bit of the input and the OR gates can connect to any output from
the AND gates. The outputs from the OR gates are fed into the Selector which chooses
which one of the outputs will be counted by the Counter. After this, all of the subsystems
are connected to a Maximum Detector. Every single category is detected by a subsystem
and passed to the maximum detector deciding which one of the subsystems (which category)
has the highest value. The tness is measured on the outputs of the OR layer. The concept
of dividing the system into subsystems represents using smaller genomes and simpler search
which may reduce the evolution time. However, it is still limited to a multiple two-level logic
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architecture.
The Embedded Cartesian Genetic Programming (ECGP) Architecture
Based on the Classication Module which is extended from ICE architecture, gure
2.20 shows the structure of the Embedded Cartesian Genetic Programming (ECGP) formed
by a number of Category Detection Modules (CDMs), Summation Blocks and a Maximum
Detector.
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Figure 2.20: Embedded Cartesian Genetic Programming (ECGP) Architecture [Glette, Torresen, Kaufmann
& Platzner, 2008]
Each CDM is a category classier and a digital circuit evolved within the ECGP model.
ECGP is an extension of the popular FPGA-oriented CGP model [Miller & Thomson, 2000].
The module size is restricted, so the maximal genome size is also limited. Compared with ICE,
ECGP neither has a single or multiple two-level logic structure restriction nor a limited set of
logic block functions. The drawback of this architecture is the complexity of computation.
The Functional Unit Row (FUR) Architecture
Regarded as another top-level module with ECGP, the Functional Unit Row (FUR)
architecture which consists of CDMs and a Maximum Detector shown in gure 2.17. Each
CDM of the FUR architecture owns M  N FUs, M N -input AND gates and one Counter
illustrated on gure 2.21.
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Figure 2.21: Category Detection Module [Glette, Torresen, Gruber, Sick, Kaufmann & Platzner, 2008]
Moreover, each FUR consists of N FUs. The input pattern is passed to every FU, then the
1-bit outputs from the FUs in a row are fed to an N -input AND gate. Every output from
the AND gate is connected to a counter which counts the number of activated FURs. As
the number of FURs is increased, so is the output resolution from each CDM. Each FUR is
evolved from an initial random bitstream, which ensures a variation in the nal evolved FURs
[Glette, Torresen, Kaufmann & Platzner, 2008] [Glette, Torresen, Gruber, Sick, Kaufmann
& Platzner, 2008].
Consider gure 2.22, which is the structure inside the FU being the recongurable element
of the architecture.
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Figure 2.22: Functional Unit [Glette, Torresen, Gruber, Sick, Kaufmann & Platzner, 2008]
Each FU behaviour is controlled by a conguration line which is connected to the congura-
tion registers. The Data Mux selects which input data can be fed into the functions f1 and
f2. Any number and type of functions can be adopted. Figure 2.22 illustrates an example for
two functions. In addition, the unit and the input data elements are modulated by a constant
value C. These are used by the function to compute the output from the unit. The f MUX
is used for selecting which function leads to the output. Based on table 2.1, I represents the
selected input value, O the output and C the constant value. The functions available to the
FU input elements are chosen to be greater than or less than and equal to the constant value
C. This means that when the input is compared with this constant value then results a true
or false output. The tness function F for a row can be expressed as in the following formula,
f Description Function
0 Great than O=1 if I > C, else 0
1 Less than or Equal O=1 if I  C, else 0
Table 2.1: The behaviour of the Functional Unit
where o is the output of the FUR, and each FUR is fed with all the training vectors Vt.
F =
X
v2Vt
xv wherexv =
8<: A  o ifCv = Cp1  o ifCv 6= Cp
The tness will be given a positive(1) output for vector v belonging to its own category
Cv = Cp, and the value A is added to the tness sum. On the contrary, negtive(0) output
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will be given to the tness for the rest of the vectors v which belong to the category Cv 6= Cp,
then adding 1 to the tness sum. Furthermore, the other cases do not contribute to the
tness value [Glette, Torresen, Kaufmann & Platzner, 2008] [Glette, Torresen, Gruber, Sick,
Kaufmann & Platzner, 2008].
2.5 Summary
This chapter has introduced the area of Evolutionary Computing (EC). In partic-
ular, section 2.1 renders the principles of Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs). Cartesian
Genetic Programming (CGP) is introduced in section 2.2 and it is proposed that this
will be an interesting technique to be used for the research discussed in this thesis. Section
2.3 presents guidelines of Evolvable Hardware (EHW). Following section 2.3, in the nal
section of chapter 2, four kinds of Evolvable Hardware (EHW) architectures for classi-
cation tasks are introduced. The next chapter considers an implementation of Cartesian
Genetic Programming (CGP) for facial expression classication and Chapter 4 presents
results of such a system.
Chapter 3
Software Implementing of CGP in
Facial Expressions Classication
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Following on from the background provided in the previous chapters, this chapter will
consider software simulation for classifying facial expressions into sad and smiling expressions
using CGP. The rst section of this chapter covers how to convert input data from pictures
into bit streams and how to set bit streams to buers facilitating cross-validation. The
second section explains the CGP structure used to simulate the classication results. The
nal section describes a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classier implementation for facial
expression classication.
3.1 Input Data Encoding
The input data for this experiment was produced by hand and consists of 24 pictures
(12 smile faces and 12 sad faces) which are 88 images ( 64 bits ). There are 20 pictures (
10 smile faces and 10 sad faces ) used for training data and 4 pictures ( 2 smile faces and 2
94
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sad faces ) used for testing data. The results will record training accuracy and test accuracy
separately. The encoding directions are from top to bottom and left to right as illustrated in
gure 3.1. Here an example bitstream is shown on the bottom of the gure, comprising of a
total of 64 bits for one image.
0000000000000000001001000000000001000000001000010001001000001100
Figure 3.1: Input Data Encoding
Following gure 3.1, the 64-bit bitstream is divided into eight 8-bit inputs, each input
representing each row of the image. In order to facilitate processing by CGP, inputs are
transformed from binary to integer representations as shown in gure 3.2. For instance, the
rst line the top row of gure 3.1 which shows 00000000 and is transferred into the integer 0 to
become the rst input in[0]. In the same way, the third row is 00100100 which is transferred
to the integer 36 to become the third input in[2] etc.
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0000000000000000001001000000000001000000001000010001001000001100
Binary Integer
00000000
00000000
00100100
00000000
01000000
00100001
00010010
00001100
0       in[0]
0       in[1]
36     in[2]
0       in[3]
64     in[4]
33     in[5]
18     in[6]
12     in[7]
Figure 3.2: Input Data to Integer
3.1.1 Input Data Format
The rst step of the experiment uses test input data according to the order of input
patterns. The order: sad1, sad2, smile1, and smile2 is selected for the rst set of test data,
with the rest belonging to training data. Next, the order: sad3, sad4, smile3, and smile4
becomes second set of test data. The remaining patterns form the training data. The input
data are placed in buers on the basis of a sequence so as to facilitate coding. Two examples
of this k-fold cross validation illustrate the training data input of the experiment. The next
section will explain what the k-fold cross validation is.
Consider gure 3.3 in which the order sad1, sad2, smile1, and smile2 is chosen to form
the test data. The other 20 images from pattern 3 (sad3 and smile3) to pattern 12 (sad12
and smile12) form the training data. When i = 0 and j is from 3 to 11, the buer will have
10 sad images (sad3 to sad12) in buer[0] to buer[9]. Then, i = 1 and j is also from 3 to
11, 10 smile images (smile3 to smile12) are placed in buer[10] to buer[19].
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Input patterns except sad1 sad2 smile1 smile2
pattern bu er
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
(sad)          (smile)
0                 10
1                 11
2                 12
3                 13
4                 14
5                 15
6                 16
7                 17
8                 18
9                 19
i = 0                        // sad
i = 1                        // smile
for ( i = 0 ~ 1 )
for ( j = 3 ~ 11 )
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 3 ) ]
Figure 3.3: Input Data to Buer example 1
The next example fetches pattern 3 (sad3 and smile3) and pattern 4 (sad4 and smile4)
for test data. Figure 3.4 indicates the training set of this example. Because of discontinuous
pattern inputs, two parts of the parameter j are used in order to be placed in the buer
sequentially. This means the pattern inputs separate into two portions. One portion contains
pattern 1 (sad1 and smile1) and pattern 2 (sad2 and smile2), the other contains pattern 5
(sad5 and smile5) to pattern 12 (sad12 and smile12). Referring to gure 3.4, when i = 0,
there are two For loops over the parameter j which are j from 1 to 2 and j from 5 to 12 so
as to consecutively input sad images (sad1, sad2, sad5 to sad12 ) into buer[0] to buer[9].
Similarly when i = 1, the smile images smile1, smile2, and smile5 to smile12 will be placed
into buer[10] to buer[19].
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Input patterns except sad3 sad4 smile3 smile4
pattern bu er
1
2
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
(sad)          (smile)
0                 10
1                 11
2                 12
3                 13
4                 14
5                 15
6                 16
7                 17
8                 18
9                 19
i = 0                        // sad
i = 1                        // smile
for ( i = 0 ~ 1 )
for ( j = 1 ~ 2 )
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 1 ) ]
for ( j = 5 ~ 12 )
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 3 ) ]
Figure 3.4: Input Data to Buer example 2
There are 6 dierent types of input patterns in each experiment. The examples mentioned
above are 2 of the 6 types, and the remaining 4 are similar. Appendix A.1 presents all the
input data formats described in this section.
3.1.2 Additional Input Data Format for K-fold Cross-Validation
For the purpose of improving the accuracy of facial expression classication, additional
cross validation was performed in this experiment. Selection of the testing set starts from the
head and the tail of all 24 input patterns. That is pattern 1 (sad1 and smile1) and pattern
12 (sad12 and smile12) are chosen rst, then pattern 2 (sad2 and smile2) and pattern 11
(sad11 and smile11). Next, pattern 3 (sad3 and smile3) and pattern 10 (sad10 and smile10)
are chosen, and so on. There are 6 parts to each experiment as explained in the current and
previous sections. Thus forming the method of 6-fold cross-validation. All of the cases are
demonstrated in appendix A.2. Figure 3.5 shows one sample of input patterns using cross
validation for training. Here example 2 is explained, the others are similar. For this example,
Pattern 2 (sad2 and smile2) and pattern 11 (sad11 and smile11) are chosen as test data which
are not present in the training input. There are three parts of the pattern input divided to
help consecutive placing to buers. Similarly to section 3.1.1, when i = 0, sad1, sad3 to
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sad10, and sad12 are put into buer[0] to buer[9]. Afterwards, smile1, smile3 to smile10,
and smile12 are put into buer[10] to buer[19] when i = 1.
Input patterns except sad2 sad11 smile2 smile11
pattern bu er
1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
(sad)          (smile)
0                 10
1                 11
2                 12
3                 13
4                 14
5                 15
6                 16
7                 17
8                 18
9                 19
i = 0                        // sad
i = 1                        // smile
for ( i = 0 ~ 1 )
j = 1 
bu er [ i * 10 + 0 ]
for ( j = 3 ~ 10 )
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 2 ) ]
j = 12
bu er [ i * 10 + 9 ]
Figure 3.5: Input Data to Buer for cross validation example 2
3.2 Algorithm Implementation
Section 3.1 considered encoding and how to convert input data from images to integer
data. The simulation stages will be discussed in this section. Considering gure 3.6, the
initial step involves generating random chromosomes. This is followed by reading input data.
Section 3.1 goes on to describe how each input (buer) is assigned to each tag as illustrated
in gure 3.7. For 10 sad faces, every tag is assigned the value 0 while the other 10 smile faces'
tags are assigned the value 1. For instance, buer[0] is the rst sad image associated with
tag[0] which is allocated the value 0, and buer[10] is the rst smile face input associated
with tag[10] which is assigned the value 1. The process of inputting the data of the images
into CGP is described in section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. After executing the CGP, if the output
value > 127, the parameter result = 0 which means the classier classies this image as sad.
Otherwise, when the output value  127, the parameter result will be 1 implying this image
should be classied as a smile. Therefore, if the values of the parameter result and tag are
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equal, the tness will increase meaning that the correct classication. On the contrary, the
tness value is unchanged if the values of the result and the tag are unequal. After running
the evaluation, the system will check termination conditions such as whether the EA achieves
the generation limit set by the user or reaches maximum tness. The maximum tness is
20 corresponding to all correct classication. If the terminate conditions are accomplished,
the system terminates. Otherwise, selection and mutation for the next generation operation
proceeds .
}
Start
Initialization
( section 2.1.1 )
Read Input data &
a Associated Tag
( section 4.2 )
EA ( using CGP )
( section 4.2.1 )
if
result == tag ?
No
tness + 0
Yes
tness + 1
Terminate condition
satisfy ?
Yes
Terminate
No
Selection
( section 2.1.1 )
Mutation
( section 2.1.1 )
Evaluation
Figure 3.6: The simulation ow chart
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sad
bu er[0] tag[0] = 0
bu er[1]
bu er[2]
bu er[3]
bu er[4]
bu er[5]
bu er[6]
bu er[7]
bu er[8]
bu er[9]
tag[1] = 0
tag[2] = 0
tag[3] = 0
tag[4] = 0
tag[5] = 0
tag[6] = 0
tag[7] = 0
tag[8] = 0
tag[9] = 0
smile
bu er[10] tag[10] = 1
bu er[11]
bu er[12]
bu er[13]
bu er[14]
bu er[15]
bu er[16]
bu er[17]
bu er[18]
bu er[19]
tag[11] = 1
tag[12] = 1
tag[13] = 1
tag[14] = 1
tag[15] = 1
tag[16] = 1
tag[17] = 1
tag[18] = 1
tag[19] = 1
Figure 3.7: The graph of each buer associate each tag
3.2.1 The CGP Structure for Classifying Facial Expressions
This subsection describes how CGP works in the next step of the experiment. Referring to
gure 3.8, there are eight inputs to the system which are all integers in the experiments. The
top of gure 3.8 is an example of a genotype for which each node consists of three numbers:
the rst two integers represent inputs of a node, the latter represents a function gene as
shown in table 3.1. Every number below each node is the output for that node. For instance,
the eighth node in gure 3.8 f14; 11; 5g means input(14)  input(11)=255. Then the result
is output as the number 15. The nal node of this genotype means that the overall output
of the system is 26 for this example. The graph below the genotype is the corresponding
phenotype possessing 1 row and 20 columns.
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Figure 3.8: CGP genotype and corresponding phenotype for one example of facial expression classication
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Function gene Function denition
0 in[0]
1 in[1]
2 (in[0] + in[1]) % 256
3 j in[0] - in[1] j
4 (in[0]  in[1]) % 256
5 (in[0]  in[1]) / 255
6
p
in[0] + in[1]
7
pj in[0]  in[1] j
8 1
9 255
Table 3.1: Function set
3.2.2 Parameter Setup of CGP
In order to arrive at an optimum performance, parameters for CGP need to be consid-
ered. Table 3.2 shows the CGP parameters in these experiments. For the system described
in section 3.2.1, the input consists of eight integers which produces one output. For the
purpose of comparing classication accuracies, there are ve dierent numbers of generations
set which are 5,000, 10,000, 20,000, 50,000, and 100,000 generations. The population size is
5, and number of functions is 10 as indicated in table 3.1. Numbers of columns, numbers
of rows, and numbers of genes per node are 20, 1, and 3 as illustrated in gure 3.8. There
are 20 separate trials for the 20 training patterns in the experiment. Finally, to improve the
statistical signicance of all results, 20 runs of each experiment are performed.
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CGP parameters Values
num inputs 8
num outputs 1
num generations 5,000 , 10,000 , 20,000 , 50,000 , 100,000
population size 5
num functions 10
num cols 20
num rows 1
levels back 20
numGenes perNode 3
per cent mutate 5.0
num test 20
num runs total 20
Table 3.2: CGP parameters table
3.3 Support Vector Machine (SVM) classier implementation
by MATLAB
In order to compare the performance of a Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP) classi-
er, to a more conventional classier the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classier is chosen.
The software which is used to classify 12 smile and 12 sad images is MATLAB R2012a, and
the toolbox \ Bioinformatics " is needed with this MATLAB version to run the Support Vec-
tor Machine (SVM) classier. The following paragraph will describe how to use the Support
Vector Machine (SVM) classier to classify two expression images using MATLAB.
Figure 3.9 illustrates the stages of the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classier imple-
mentation.
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Encode Input Data
Select Training Data and Testing Data 
from Input Data
Using " svmtrain " to Train Data
Using " svmclassify " to Do Testing
End
Figure 3.9: The ow chart of Support Vector Machine (SVM) classier implementation by MATLAB
First of all, 12 smile and 12 sad images are encoded to a le which forms a 2464 binary data
matrix as each image has 64 bits and there are 24 images in total. After encoding all facial
expression images, the Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP) classier is used to perform
two dierent kinds of cross validation in order to create the same comparative conditions.
For example, selecting pattern1 (smile1 and sad1) and pattern2 (smile2 and sad2) to be
testing patterns, leaving the others to be training patterns. Next, the MATLAB command
\ svmtrain " is used to generate a structure so as to do testing using the other MATLAB
command \ svmclassify ". Finally, the result from \ svmclassify " will be outputted.
Referring to the K-fold ( K = 6 in this thesis ) cross validation in section 3.1, the second
step of gure 3.9 is to select training data and test data according to section 3.1. However,
the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classier accepts binary data, so the input data does not
need to be converted into an integer. In addition to selecting training data and test data,
the other stages , using \ svmtrain " and \ svmclassify ", are all the same. The results of the
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experiment will be presented and explained in the chapter 4.
3.4 Summary
This chapter has described the experimental implementation. How to encode and input
images to the system and do K-fold cross-validation are explained in the rst section. How
CGP operates to achieve an optimum performance is depicted in the latter section. In the
nal section, how to classify smile and sad images using the Support Vector Machine (SVM)
classier is explained. In the following chapter, the experimental results and data analysis
are presented.
Chapter 4
The Experiment Results and
Analysis of the Experiment
Contents
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This chapter continues the simulation process of facial expression classication using
Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) described in the
previous chapter. The rst section of this chapter will demonstrate the simulation results.
The second section will analyse the performances produced by dierent parameters. The
nal section compares the performances of Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP) classier
and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classier.
A reminder of the set up is illustrated a schematic diagram represented in gure 4.1.
There are 10 smile and 10 sad faces for training input data, and 2 smile and 2 sad faces for
testing. CGP is used to assist classication of smile and sad faces. The output is one smile or
one sad image which the system will check if the classication is right or wrong and calculate
the tness values.
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smile
sad
or
Figure 4.1: The actual set up
The 24 images which are 8  8 pixels, 12 smile faces and 12 sad faces, which are input
data described in Chapter 3 are illustrated in gures 4.2 to 4.25. Figures 4.2 to 4.13 are smile
faces, and gures 4.14 to 4.25 are sad. The input data of the 12 smile faces starts here.
Figure 4.2: smile 1 Figure 4.3: smile 2
Figure 4.4: smile 3 Figure 4.5: smile 4
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Figure 4.6: smile 5 Figure 4.7: smile 6
Figure 4.8: smile 7 Figure 4.9: smile 8
Figure 4.10: smile 9 Figure 4.11: smile 10
110
Figure 4.12: smile 11 Figure 4.13: smile 12
Here is the end of the smile faces and the start of the sad input faces.
Figure 4.14: sad 1 Figure 4.15: sad 2
Figure 4.16: sad 3 Figure 4.17: sad 4
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Figure 4.18: sad 5 Figure 4.19: sad 6
Figure 4.20: sad 7 Figure 4.21: sad 8
Figure 4.22: sad 9 Figure 4.23: sad 10
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Figure 4.24: sad 11 Figure 4.25: sad 12
This is the end of all the input data of the 12 smile and 12 sad faces.
4.1 Results
The results of generations against tness are shown in Appendix B.1. The data will
be analysed in next section. The experimental outcomes of cross-validation 1 described in
Chapter 3.1 are demonstrated rst. There are 20 runs of each parameter of generations.
In order to query the best chromosome, the graphs of the best accuracy related to each
run of every generation are illustrated in Appendix B.2. The description in Appendix B.2
follows the experiments chronologically.
For the purpose of improving the readability of data, the graphs are transferred to the
boxplots shown in gures 4.26 to 4.35.
Considering the example of training data over 5000 generations as shown in gure 4.26,
there are 20 runs in total for each dierent input case. In gure 4.26, the x-axis means which
pattern is excluded from the input data. For example, when x-axis shows (1,2), this means all
the input data except pattern 1 (sad1 and smile1) and pattern 2 (sad2 and smile2). In other
words, input data is from pattern 3 (sad3 and smile3) to pattern 12 (sad12 and smile12).
Furthermore, the y-axis shows the accuracies corresponding the input patterns for 20 runs.
Figure 4.27 is relevant to gure 4.26, as it shows which means testing for 5000 generations
and running 20 times as well. The x-axis represents input testing patterns such as (1,2) which
is input pattern 1 (sad1 and smile1) and pattern 2 (sad2 and smile2). The y-axis, the same
as in gure 4.26, shows accuracies for 20 runs conforming input data.
Figure 4.26 and gure 4.27 mentioned above are two examples of the experiment. Here
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indicates ve dierent generation cases of the experiment which are set 5,000, 10,000, 20,000,
50,000, 100,000 generations respectively. Each case has two gures which show training data
and testing data the same as above.
Figure 4.26: 5,000 generations for 20 training input patterns
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Figure 4.27: 5,000 generations for 4 testing input patterns
Figure 4.28: 10,000 generations for 20 training input patterns
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Figure 4.29: 10,000 generations for 4 testing input patterns
Figure 4.30: 20,000 generations for 20 training input patterns
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Figure 4.31: 20,000 generations for 4 testing input patterns
Figure 4.32: 50,000 generations for 20 training input patterns
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Figure 4.33: 50,000 generations for 4 testing input patterns
Figure 4.34: 100,000 generations for 20 training input patterns
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Figure 4.35: 100,000 generations for 4 testing input patterns
What follows are the results of the same experiment using the Support Vector Machine
( SVM ) described in Chapter 3. Figure 4.36 is the correct result either cross-validation 1
or cross-validation 2. For instance, the rst column means cross-validation 1 for which the
testing patterns are pattern 1 ( smile 1 and sad 1 ) and pattern 2 ( smile 2 and sad 2 ).
Also, the order of the tags are smile, smile, sad and sad. In the same way, the rst column
of cross-validation 2 shows that the testing patterns are pattern 1 ( smile 1 and sad 1 ) and
pattern 12 ( smile 12 and sad 12 ). The order of the tags is also smile, smile, sad and sad.
The other columns of gure 4.36 have the same meanings mentioned above.
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Cross Validation 1:
Cross Validation 2:
Testing Patterns
( 1 , 2 ) ( 3 , 4 ) ( 5 , 6 ) ( 7 , 8 ) ( 9 , 10 ) ( 11 , 12 )
( 1 , 12 ) ( 2 , 11) ( 3 , 10 ) ( 4 , 9 ) ( 5 , 8 ) ( 6 , 7 )
smile
smile
sad
sad
smile
smile
sad
sad
smile
smile
sad
sad
smile
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Figure 4.36: The answer of the testing patterns of the SVM classier
The result of cross-validation 1 is illustrated in gure 4.37, and cross-validation 2 is shown
in gure 4.38.
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Figure 4.37: The result of Cross-validation 1 of the SVM classier
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Figure 4.38: The result of Cross-validation 2 of the SVM classier
4.2 Data Analysis
For the results of the relation between tness and number of generations, the trend does
approaches the best tness value of the specied generation parameter as expected. However,
in order to determine the best chromosome of this experiment, it is easier to use the graph
and the boxplot of the best tness value of each run. The result analysis is described as the
following.
In this experiment, there are two kinds of cross-validation to be demonstrated as men-
tioned in Chapter 3. For the overall situation, it is obvious that the accuracies in training
data are similar but cross-validation 2 is better than cross-validation 1 with the test data.
Cross-validation 1 has worse accuracies because the rst few input images produced are too
similar with dierences growing for the later images.
Comparing between 5,000 generations and 100,000 generations as shown in gures 4.26,
4.27, 4.34, and 4.35, the training data behaviour of 100,000 generations is better than of 5,000
generations. However, the test data accuracies of 5,000 generations are superior to 100,000
generations. Reason for this could be over-tting which is training too much in 100,000
generations. This would cause the model to not learn how to generalize at all. Therefore, it
is not necessarily that more generations will lead to a better performance.
Because the 10,000 generations experiment is the rst attempt and 100,000 generations is
the second with the same result as mentioned above, 5,000 generations, 20,000 generations,
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and 50,000 generations are also executed in the experiment. Observing gure 4.26 and gure
4.28, for both cross-validation 1 or cross-validation 2 of training data, the accuracies of 10,000
generations are higher than the accuracies of 5,000 generations. However, considering the
test data in gure 4.27 and gure 4.29, cross-validation 1 experiment of 10,000 generations
is slightly worse than 5,000 generations. However the opposite is true in cross-validation
2. Seeing gure 4.30 and gure 4.32, the results of 50,000 generations in training data are
better than the results of 20,000 generations. For the test data comparison in gure 4.31 and
gure 4.33, the outcomes of 50,000 generations and 20,000 generations are evenly matched
but both of them are worse than 5,000 generations and 10,000 generations. In conclusion,
10,000 generations and 5,000 generations have better accuracies in the experiment, and it is
obvious that k-fold cross-validation could help for the over-tting problem.
Another interesting issue is what is the best solution (best chromosome) of the experi-
ment? Observing gures 4.26 to 4.35, the best solution occurs in patterns 1, 2 (sad1, smile1,
sad2, smile2) of 5,000 generations. Furthermore, considering gure B.1255, the chromosome
of run2 is chosen because it is more powerful to pull the accuracies from 50% to 100%. Figure
4.39 shows the genotype and phenotype of the best chromosome in the experiment.
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o8 =  in[2]-in[6]
o9 = 255
o10 =  in[9]-in[7]
=  o9-in[7]
=  255-in[7]
o15 = in[8]
= o8
=  in[2]-in[6]
o17 = (in[15]+in[10]) % 256
= (o15+o10) % 256
= (  in[2]-in[6]  +  255-in[7]  ) % 256
Figure 4.39: The best chromosome of the experiment in 5,000 generations for patterns 1, 2 in run2 from gure
B.1255
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This circuit only has active nodes. Referring Table 3.1 and gure 4.39, the formula from the
CGP description is outlined below:
o8 = jin[2]  in[6]j (4.1)
o9 = 255 (4.2)
o10 = jin[9]  in[7]j (4.3)
= jo9   in[7]j (4.4)
= j255  in[7]j (4.5)
o15 = in[8] (4.6)
= o8 (4.7)
= jin[2]  in[6]j (4.8)
o17 = (in[15] + in[10])%256 (4.9)
= (o15 + o10)%256 (4.10)
= (jin[2]  in[6]j+ j255  in[7]j)%256 (4.11)
According to equation (4.11), two examples, gure 4.40 and gure 4.41 which are copies
of gure 4.16 and gure 3.1, are selected randomly for validation.
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Figure 4.40: sad 3 copy of gure 4.16
0000000000000000001001000000000001000000001000010001001000001100
Figure 4.41: Input Data Encoding copy of gure 3.1
The in[2], in[6] and in[7] of gure 4.40 are 36, 36, and 66. So the output value of gure 4.40
is (j36  36j+ j255  66j)%256 = 189. This is in the range from 128 to 255 belonging to sad.
The other example, gure 3.1, the in[2], in[6] and in[7] are 36, 18, and 12. The same way
is used to calculate the output value of gure 4.41 is (j36  18j+ j255  12j)%256 = 5 which
locates in the range from 0 to 127 belonging to smile. The classication accuracy of the two
random selection examples is 100%.
Observing equation (4.11), it shows that only in[2], in[6] and in[7] are considered in
the best chromosome. Looking at the input images, in[2] is usually in the place of eyes.
Furthermore, in[6] and in[7] locate in the lowest part of a mouth. The possible reason to
become a best chromosome is because the locations of eyes, the lowest part of mouths have
signicantly dierent in encoding values of smile and sad images. Especially for in[6] and
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in[7], the values of sad images are much bigger than smile images.
Depending on the experiment results mentioned before, the median accuracy rate of 5,000
generations and 10,000 generations which show in gure 4.27 and gure 4.29 are higher than
75%. Because there are only 4 test patterns used, it means only one pattern is classied
as a failure. Increasing mutation rate, the numbers of testing patterns, and diversity of
input patterns of one expression could improve the accuracy. CGP is a friendly algorithm to
implement on hardware. By means of the software simulation, it could help to implement on
hardware.
On the other hand, considering that gure 4.37 and gure 4.38 are the results of using
the Support Vector Machine ( SVM ) classier. According to the results of the Support
Vector Machine ( SVM ) classier in gure 4.36, the rst three columns of cross-validation 1
experiment in gure 4.37 are correct, but the latter three columns are all wrong. Furthermore,
the cross-validation 2 experiment is shown in gure 4.38. The rst row and the third row are
correct, but the second row and the last row are wrong. The average classication accuracy
using the Support Vector Machine ( SVM ) classier is 50%. Therefore, the performance
of the CGP classier is better than the Support Vector Machine ( SVM ) classier in these
experiments.
4.3 Summary
This chapter shows the results and explains the data of the experiments which include
sad and smile expressions classication accuracies. The graphs illustrate k-fold (k=6) cross-
validation of dierent numbers of generations involving 5,000, 10,000, 20,000, 50,000, and
100,000 generations. Section 4.2 analyses the data illustrated in section 4.1. The best chro-
mosome is also explained there. Furthermore, this chapter also demonstrates the results and
data analysis using the Support Vector Machine ( SVM ) classier to show that the perfor-
mance using the CGP classier is better than using the Support Vector Machine ( SVM )
classier. The next chapter will propose how to implement the idea on Evolvable Hardware
(EHW).
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This chapter considers how the structures and techniques discussed in previous chapters
might be implemented in a hardware system. The Xilinx University Program (XUP) Board
is used for this experiment which has one FPGA. Other peripherals are described below. The
next section explains the heuristic algorithm for EHW on FPGA. The Hardware Description
Language VHDL is also studied to develop the EvoBlock which is used for customer design.
Finally, an implementation of facial expression classication by CGP on FPGA will be pro-
posed. This includes the ow chart and the Message Sequence Chart (MSC) of the proposed
hardware implementation by CGP including input cell arrays.
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5.1 Introduction of Xilinx University Program (XUP) Board
The Xilinx University Program (XUP) manufactured by Digilent is the demo board
adopted from the beginning of this work. This contains a Virtex-2 Pro FPGA with a Mi-
croBlaze core, an embedded platform cable USB conguration port, an on-board 10/100
ethernet PHY device and a RS-232 DB9 serial port. See [XUPV2P UserGuide v1.2, n.d.] for
more on the XUP board. Conguration data is written to the FPGA via the USB port, and a
USB cable is used to connect the board to the extension socket above the PC monitor. Data
from the FPGA will be delivered to the PC by the RS232 serial port. In order to test com-
munication with the board, it is required to congure the FPGA with a simple test circuit,
which is programmed to run a test bit le to ash LEDs. iMPACT is the Xilinx program
used to congure FPGAs. If the conguration passes, the program will output \Program
Succeeded" on the iMPACT. The evolutionary system has been developed by adopting Xil-
inx's EDK software which allows designers to create embedded systems with both hardware
and software. Next, the EDK was used on the XPS platform and an EDK block diagram of
the hardware evolution system on the FPGA was generated.
The FPGA on the XUP board was created using a MicroBlaze soft core to execute the
Evolutionary Algorithm ( EA ). The EvoBlock is then used for evaluating candidate solutions.
Then a serial port called an Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) enabled
the Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) to send the results back to the PC as shown as gure 5.1.
MicroBlaze
EvoBlock
Evolution
UART PC
FPGA
Figure 5.1: The embedded hardware evolution system [Trefzer, 2011]
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The MicroBlaze microprocessor, which can be seen at the top of the diagram, and a number
of blocks are connected to the core by a set of buses such as a Data Local Memory Bus
(DLMB), an Instruction Local Memory Bus (ILMB), and a Memory Bus-Processor Local
Bus (MB-PLB) which link the memory and the processor. In addition, the EvoBlock named
plb-evoblock is used by customer to design the evolutionary system.
Similar to the XUP Virtex-2 Pro Development System board, an upgraded Xilinx
XUPV5-LX110T board is used for this discussion. This board is a general purpose de-
velopment board powered by the Virtex-5 FPGA. It is also a feature-rich general purpose
evaluation and development platform, and includes on-board memory and industry standard
connectivity interfaces, and delivers a versatile development platform for embedded applica-
tions [Xilinx XUPV5-LX110T Evalution Platform, n.d.].
5.2 Heuristic Algorithm of EHW on FPGA
The ow chart of the evolvable algorithm is shown in Figure 5.2, shows the heuristic
sequence of EHW from the initialisation step which sets up beginning environment of system.
Initialisation
Evaluation
Selection
Variation
Fitness
Scoring
Con gure
Read Result
Processor
(MicroBlaze)
Customer Design
Figure 5.2: Heuristic algorithm of EHW on FPGA
Evaluation is the next step where the tness function is evaluated and signals are sent to the
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connected EvoBlock. This is following by selection and variation, then the system goes back
to evaluation to form a cycle. The four procedures are executed on the MicroBlaze processor.
The EvoBlock is congured by processor and the results are outputted from MicroBlaze.
5.3 Proposed Implementation of Facial Expression Classica-
tion by CGP on FPGA
This section proposes the idea about how to use CGP to implement facial expression clas-
sication on FPGA. Firstly, the ow chart and Message Sequence Chart (MSC) of proposed
hardware implementation is illustrated. Individual parts, such as input call arrays and CGP
structure hardware implementation, are explained in the following subsections.
5.3.1 The Flow Chart and Message Sequence Chart (MSC) of Proposed
Hardware Implementation of Facial Expression Classication by CGP
Referring back to software simulation mentioned in Chapter 3, gure 5.3 proposes the
idea of hardware implementation.
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tag_
original
Cell Array CGP tag_
CGP
64
1
1
1
Input
FPGA
Output
( tness)
0 ~ 127
128 ~ 255
tag_CGP = 1 (smile)
tag_CGP = 0 (sad)
tag_original = 1
tag_original = 0
tag_original = 1
tag_original = 1 (smile)
tag_original = 0 (sad)
Figure 5.3: The ow chart of hardware architecture
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Each input image is given an associated FPGA tag. Smile faces' values are rated from 0
to 127 and have tag values of 1, and sad faces' values are rated from 128 to 255 and have
tag values of 0. Passing through the cell array described in section 5.3.2 and CGP and tags
described in section 5.3.3, the result will generate a 1-bit answer. This answer means that
the input images are classied by CGP and are either smile or sad expressions. Then, an
exclusive NOR is used on the tags associated with each input image to return a value. If
the values are the same, that means the classication is right and the output of the exclusive
NOR will be 1. Otherwise, the output of the exclusive NOR will be 0 which means the
classication is wrong and the tness value will be unchanged.
The next stage after the hardware structure is designing, the data ow which is represented
by a Message Sequence Chart (MSC) as shown in gure 5.4.
MicroBlaze
Input
Image
Data
tag_
original Cell Array CGP tag_CGP
tness
(XNOR)
write associated tag
write data
data input
con guration
result value
binary tag result
send associated tag 
read tness value
Figure 5.4: The Message Sequence Chart (MSC) of hardware architecture
The x-axis of the Massage Sequence Chart (MSC) shows the process from gure 5.3 including
MicroBlaze, input data, tag original, cell array, Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP),
tag CGP, and tness calculation. The y-axis indicates the time sequence where the lower
the position is, the later the procedure is executed. Firstly, the tag is transmitted to tag
original stored in RAM, then the image data associated with the same tag is sent to the
cell array in FPGA. When the write-enable signal of the cell array is triggered by a clock,
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the input data is delivered to Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP). After the MicroBlaze
dispatches the conguration bits to do the Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP) procedure
of classication, a one bit answer will be sent to tag CGP in RAM. Afterwards, tag CGP
and tag original are transmitted to an exclusive NOR gate which will evaluate whether the
answer from Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP) is the same as the original tag or not.
If these two tags are the same, the output of the exclusive NOR will be 1. If not, the output
of the exclusive NOR will be 0. Finally, the answer from the exclusive NOR is delivered back
to MicroBlaze. The procedure runs until the terminating condition satised.
5.3.2 Input Cell Arrays
When classifying facial expression images, image data input of hardware should be con-
sidered in advance. Figure 5.5 illustrates how to input image data from computer to FPGA.
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Figure 5.5: The input cell arrays of hardware architecture
Before entering the Evoblock, use logic.vhdl is constructed because MicroBlaze only has
32-bit buses. Two vector registers are created with each vector register storing 32-bit of data.
Considering section 3.1 on input data encoding, each image is encoded to 8 vectors and each
vector has 8 bits. Since MicroBlaze is a Big endian processor, the bit sequence is sorted in
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reverse on the data bus. VectorReg1 stores vector 0 to vector 3 in bit 32 to bit 63. On the
other hand, VectorReg0 keeps vector 4 to vector 7 which constitute bit 0 to bit 31.
After arranging the input data in use logic.vhdl, in EvoBlock, the data in VectorReg1 is
recognized as vectors V0 to V3 and will be sent to Cell Array0 to Cell Array3. In the same
way, VectorReg0 delivers V4 to V7 to Cell Array4 to Cell Array7. Then, the binary vectors
are transferred to integers and saved in output registers.
5.3.3 Proposed Hardware Implementation using CGP
This section describes a CGP implementation on hardware layer by layer. Firstly, the
top view of CGP structure is illustrated. Next the structure of one CGP node is explained.
Finally, the tag CGP structure is described.
The Structure of CGP
The CGP structure shown in gure 5.6 has 20 columns and 1 row. So there are 20 nodes
in one chromosome in total.
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12
Figure 5.6: The CGP of hardware architecture
The conguration address (conf addr) means which node of CGP is active. Because there is
a total of 20 nodes, the conguration address is set to be 5 bits in order to enable all nodes.
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The conguration data (conf data) is given 10 bits for each node which will be explained in
the next section.
The Structure of one CGP Node
The picture of gure 5.7 shows the hardware architecture of one node of CGP.
8
8
3 3 4
1
Data
MUX
Data
MUX
f
MUX
CGP
one node
Figure 5.7: One node of the CGP of hardware architecture
This is the conguration data (conf data) from the last section of gure 5.6. After enabling
one node of CGP, the conguration data (conf data) will be inputted. This consists of 2 data
multiplexers (data MUXs). Next, both of the data multiplexers (data MUXs) connect to one
function multiplexer (f MUX). Each node has 2 inputs which come from data multiplexers
(data MUXs) each of which have 8 inputs. In this way, each data multiplexer (data MUX)
possesses 3 bits selects. Furthermore, there are 10 function sets demonstrated in table 3.1,
so 4 bits selects in function multiplexer (f MUX) are given. Consequently, there are 10 bits
in conguration data (conf data) for one node of CGP.
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The Strcture of a Tag
The hardware structure of a tag CGP coming from Cartesian Genetic Programming
(CGP) calculation shows in gure 5.8.
1
0
0 ~ 127
128 ~ 255
1
1
tag_CGP
Figure 5.8: The tag CGP of hardware architecture
For the design purpose, a tag only has 2 values. When the input is from 0 to 127, the output
of the tag is 1. On the contrary, the output of a tag is 0 when the input is from 128 to 255.
5.4 Summary
This chapter proposes the idea of hardware implementation referring to the software
simulation in Chapter 3. The Xilinx University Program (XUP) Board, the heuristic evo-
lutionary algorithm of EHW on FPGA, and the VHDL approach are used to practice how
to implement the experiment in advance. The nal section goes on to use CGP classifying
facial expressions on FPGA which involves the ow chart, Message Sequence Chart (MSC),
the input cell arrays, and the hardware of Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP).
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This chapter is the nal stage and contains conclusions and future work. The rst
section describes the overall contribution of this thesis. It concludes all chapters mentioned
previously in the thesis. The last section describes future work of using CGP to classify
emotional responses and lie detection which could be implemented eectively on an Evolvable
Hardware (EHW) platform.
6.1 Summary of The Contribution
There are some applications of Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP) like image lters
or CGP accelerator implemented in the FPGA [Miller, 2011]. Using CGP for facial expression
classication is an innovative application. The preliminary experiment in this thesis which
uses CGP to classify two dierent facial expressions of 64 bits data input has good results.
This could be further implemented in the Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA).
Chapter 5 of this thesis proposes the process and architectures of classifying the facial
expressions using CGP implemented in a FPGA. The nal stage of the project is to make an
embedded system device of a facial expression polygraph which may be of use for social work
applications. The device may also detect subjects from the video which may protect social
workers from threatening behaviour, for example. Therefore, the idea of the facial expression
polygraph could make an important contribute to social work.
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6.2 Conclusion
The project plan, as the motivation for the rst chapter, is to design a device which helps
social workers to distinguish whether subjects are telling truth or not from their expressions.
The method was to use Evolutionary Computing, which is expected to perform eectively
when dierentiating facial expressions. Depending on the target, the following chapters
explain this progressively.
The second chapter is rstly a literature review introducing the Evolutionary Algo-
rithm (EA). Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP) is the method used in the exper-
iment. The experiment is expected to be implemented on Evolvable Hardware (EHW).
Furthermore, doing the classication task on Evolvable Hardware (EHW) is the pur-
pose of the experiment. Therefore, the background of Evolvable Hardware (EHW) and
the literature review of Evolvable Hardware (EHW) architectures for classication tasks
make up the last two sections of chapter 2.
Chapter 3 describes software simulation to classify 64-bit smile and sad images. There
are 10 smile images and 10 sad images for training and 4 smile images and 4 sad images for
testing. Input data encoding and K-fold (K=6) cross-validation for the purpose of improving
accuracy are presented in section 3.1. Section 3.2 shows the use of smile and sad images
classication using CGP, and parameter setup of CGP in the experiment.
The results and data analysis are demonstrated in chapter 4. Section 4.1 exhibits the
whole story in the experiment from 10,000 generations extending to 100,000 generations,
including 5,000 generations, 20,000 generations, and 50,000 generations. Based on the data
produced from section 4.1, generally speaking, 10,000 generations and 5,000 generations have
better accuracies of classication. On the other hand, section 4.2 also discusses an interesting
topic of the best solution (best chromosome) in the experiment which occurs when using
patterns 1, 2 (sad1, smile1, sad2, smile2) over 5,000 generations. The solution and validation
are shown in the section 4.2.
Chapter 5 proposes ideas of hardware architectures without implementation. The rst
three sections introduce the Xilinx University Program (XUP) Board, and heuristic algorithm
of EHW on FPGA, as preparations for hardware implementation. Section 5.3 considers
feasible proposals including the ow chart of hardware implementation, input cell arrays,
and CGP architectures.
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6.3 Future Work
The nal form of input in the project is video. In this procedure, multi-chromosome CGP
may be used due to the complicated and large amount of data from the video needed to be
handled. The video is about emotional responses and lie detection through facial expression
features. A multi-chromosome genotype is divided up into n equal length chromosomes. The
number of chromosomes is dictated by the number of outputs of a given problem, and each
chromosome has a single output. The entire problem is still represented in a single geno-
type. A recommendation of this case could be to adopt each feature to become each single-
chromosome from one picture. Therefore, one picture may consist of a multi-chromosome
for all features. Assuming the data type of the features is recognised by the system, then
processing can be performed using a parallel method by multi-chromosome CGP.
According to the function of multi-chromosome CGP, a novel Evolvable Hardware (
EHW ) structure required to be developed. It probably has a large amount of data and
higher resolution requirement, but CGP could be implemented to carry out the classication
task on EHW. VHDL is the language which will be used to develop the hardware structure.
This study is expected to evolve the back-end of a polygraph, which is a classier for
facial expressions. The users will be social workers in order to identify suspected abusers.
The rst objective of this study is high accuracy, then improving the classication speed. It
is hoped to make some contribution to social work.
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As described input data format in section 3.1, appendix A.1 will present all the input
format of the experiment at the beginning. Following, appendix A.2 shows input data format
for cross validation discussed in section 3.1.2.
A.1 Input Data Format for 3.1.1
Here represents all input data formats of training sets which are indicated 2 sorts of 6 in
section 3.1.1 show in gure A.1 to gure A.6.
A.2 Input Data Format for 3.1.2
The cross validation of all input data formats which describes one example in section
3.1.2 show in gure A.7 to gure A.12.
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Input patterns except sad1 sad2 smile1 smile2
pattern bu er
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
(sad)          (smile)
0                 10
1                 11
2                 12
3                 13
4                 14
5                 15
6                 16
7                 17
8                 18
9                 19
i = 0                        // sad
i = 1                        // smile
for ( i = 0 ~ 1 )
for ( j = 3 ~ 11 )
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 3 ) ]
Figure A.1: Input Data to Buer example 1
Input patterns except sad3 sad4 smile3 smile4
pattern bu er
1
2
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
(sad)          (smile)
0                 10
1                 11
2                 12
3                 13
4                 14
5                 15
6                 16
7                 17
8                 18
9                 19
i = 0                        // sad
i = 1                        // smile
for ( i = 0 ~ 1 )
for ( j = 1 ~ 2 )
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 1 ) ]
for ( j = 5 ~ 12 )
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 3 ) ]
Figure A.2: Input Data to Buer example 2
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Input patterns except sad5 sad6 smile5 smile6
pattern bu er
1
2
3
4
7
8
9
10
11
12
(sad)          (smile)
0                 10
1                 11
2                 12
3                 13
4                 14
5                 15
6                 16
7                 17
8                 18
9                 19
i = 0                        // sad
i = 1                        // smile
for ( i = 0 ~ 1 )
for ( j = 1 ~ 4 )
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 1 ) ]
for ( j = 7 ~ 12 )
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 3 ) ]
Figure A.3: Input Data to Buer example 3
Input patterns except sad7 sad8 smile7 smile8
pattern bu er
1
2
3
4
5
6
9
10
11
12
(sad)          (smile)
0                 10
1                 11
2                 12
3                 13
4                 14
5                 15
6                 16
7                 17
8                 18
9                 19
i = 0                        // sad
i = 1                        // smile
for ( i = 0 ~ 1 )
for ( j = 1 ~ 6 )
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 1 ) ]
for ( j = 9 ~ 12 )
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 3 ) ]
Figure A.4: Input Data to Buer example 4
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Input patterns except sad9 sad10 smile9 smile10
pattern bu er
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
11
12
(sad)          (smile)
0                 10
1                 11
2                 12
3                 13
4                 14
5                 15
6                 16
7                 17
8                 18
9                 19
i = 0                        // sad
i = 1                        // smile
for ( i = 0 ~ 1 )
for ( j = 1 ~ 8 )
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 1 ) ]
for ( j = 11 ~ 12 )
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 3 ) ]
Figure A.5: Input Data to Buer example 5
Input patterns except sad11 sad12 smile11 smile12
pattern bu er
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
(sad)          (smile)
0                 10
1                 11
2                 12
3                 13
4                 14
5                 15
6                 16
7                 17
8                 18
9                 19
i = 0                        // sad
i = 1                        // smile
for ( i = 0 ~ 1 )
for ( j = 1 ~ 10 )
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 1 ) ]
Figure A.6: Input Data to Buer example 6
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Input patterns except sad1 sad12 smile1 smile12
pattern bu er
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
(sad)          (smile)
0                 10
1                 11
2                 12
3                 13
4                 14
5                 15
6                 16
7                 17
8                 18
9                 19
i = 0                        // sad
i = 1                        // smile
for ( i = 0 ~ 1 )
for ( j = 2 ~ 11 )
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 2 ) ]
Figure A.7: Input Data to Buer for cross validation example 1
Input patterns except sad2 sad11 smile2 smile11
pattern bu er
1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
(sad)          (smile)
0                 10
1                 11
2                 12
3                 13
4                 14
5                 15
6                 16
7                 17
8                 18
9                 19
i = 0                        // sad
i = 1                        // smile
for ( i = 0 ~ 1 )
j = 1 
bu er [ i * 10 + 0 ]
for ( j = 3 ~ 10 )
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 2 ) ]
j = 12
bu er [ i * 10 + 9 ]
Figure A.8: Input Data to Buer for cross validation example 2
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Input patterns except sad3 sad10 smile3 smile10
pattern bu er
1
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
12
(sad)          (smile)
0                 10
1                 11
2                 12
3                 13
4                 14
5                 15
6                 16
7                 17
8                 18
9                 19
i = 0                        // sad
i = 1                        // smile
for ( i = 0 ~ 1 )
for ( j = 1 ~ 2 ) 
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 1 ) ]
for ( j = 4 ~ 9 )
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 2 ) ]
for ( j = 11 ~ 12 )
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 3 ) ]
Figure A.9: Input Data to Buer for cross validation example 3
Input patterns except sad4 sad9 smile4 smile9
pattern bu er
1
2
3
5
6
7
8
10
11
12
(sad)          (smile)
0                 10
1                 11
2                 12
3                 13
4                 14
5                 15
6                 16
7                 17
8                 18
9                 19
i = 0                        // sad
i = 1                        // smile
for ( i = 0 ~ 1 )
for ( j = 1 ~ 3 ) 
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 1 ) ]
for ( j = 5 ~ 8 )
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 2 ) ]
for ( j = 10 ~ 12 )
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 3 ) ]
Figure A.10: Input Data to Buer for cross validation example 4
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Input patterns except sad5 sad8 smile5 smile8
pattern bu er
1
2
3
4
6
7
9
10
11
12
(sad)          (smile)
0                 10
1                 11
2                 12
3                 13
4                 14
5                 15
6                 16
7                 17
8                 18
9                 19
i = 0                        // sad
i = 1                        // smile
for ( i = 0 ~ 1 )
for ( j = 1 ~ 4 ) 
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 1 ) ]
for ( j = 6 ~ 7 )
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 2 ) ]
for ( j = 9 ~ 12 )
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 3 ) ]
Figure A.11: Input Data to Buer for cross validation example 5
Input patterns except sad6 sad7 smile6 smile7
pattern bu er
1
2
3
4
5
8
9
10
11
12
(sad)          (smile)
0                 10
1                 11
2                 12
3                 13
4                 14
5                 15
6                 16
7                 17
8                 18
9                 19
i = 0                        // sad
i = 1                        // smile
for ( i = 0 ~ 1 )
for ( j = 1 ~ 5 ) 
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 1 ) ]
for ( j = 8 ~ 12 )
bu er [ i * 10 + ( j - 3 ) ]
Figure A.12: Input Data to Buer for cross validation example 6
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Here the results described in section 4.1 are shown. Appendix B.1 shows the results of
generations against tness. Appendix B.2 presents the best accuracy (tness) related to each
run of every generation.
B.1 The results of generations against tness
The experimental outcomes of generations against tness are represented here. There are
20 runs of each parameter of generations. Figures B.1 to B.20 are runs 0 to 19 of training
showing the tness over 5000 generations using testing patterns 1 ( smile 1 and sad 1 ) and
2 ( smile 2 and sad 2 ).
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Figure B.1: The 0 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1, 2
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Figure B.2: The 1 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1, 2
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Figure B.3: The 2 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1, 2
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Figure B.4: The 3 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1, 2
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Figure B.5: The 4 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1, 2
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Figure B.6: The 5 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1, 2
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Figure B.7: The 6 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1, 2
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Figure B.8: The 7 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1, 2
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Figure B.9: The 8 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1, 2
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Figure B.10: The 9 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1, 2
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Figure B.11: The 10 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1, 2
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Figure B.12: The 11 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1, 2
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Figure B.13: The 12 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1, 2
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Figure B.14: The 13 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1, 2
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Figure B.15: The 14 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1, 2
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Figure B.16: The 15 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1, 2
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Figure B.17: The 16 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1, 2
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Figure B.18: The 17 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1, 2
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Figure B.19: The 18 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1, 2
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Figure B.20: The 19 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1, 2
Figure B.21 to B.40 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing the tness over 5000 generations
using the testing patterns 3 ( smile 3 and sad 3 ) and 4 ( smile 4 and sad 4 ).
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Figure B.21: The 0 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,4
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Figure B.22: The 1 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,4
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Figure B.23: The 2 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,4
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Figure B.24: The 3 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,4
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Figure B.25: The 4 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,4
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Figure B.26: The 5 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,4
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Figure B.27: The 6 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,4
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Figure B.28: The 7 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,4
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Figure B.29: The 8 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,4
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Figure B.30: The 9 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,4
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Figure B.31: The 10 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,4
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Figure B.32: The 11 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,4
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Figure B.33: The 12 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,4
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Figure B.34: The 13 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,4
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Figure B.35: The 14 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,4
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Figure B.36: The 15 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,4
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Figure B.37: The 16 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,4
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Figure B.38: The 17 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,4
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Figure B.39: The 18 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,4
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Figure B.40: The 19 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,4
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Figures B.41 to B.60 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing the tness over 5000 generations
using the testing patterns 5 ( smile 5 and sad 5 ) and 6 ( smile 6 and sad 6 ).
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Figure B.41: The 0 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,6
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Figure B.42: The 1 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,6
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Figure B.43: The 2 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,6
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Figure B.44: The 3 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,6
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Figure B.45: The 4 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,6
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Figure B.46: The 5 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,6
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Figure B.47: The 6 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,6
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Figure B.48: The 7 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,6
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Figure B.49: The 8 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,6
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Figure B.50: The 9 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,6
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Figure B.51: The 10 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,6
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Figure B.52: The 11 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,6
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Figure B.53: The 12 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,6
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Figure B.54: The 13 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,6
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Figure B.55: The 14 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,6
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Figure B.56: The 15 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,6
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Figure B.57: The 16 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,6
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Figure B.58: The 17 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,6
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Figure B.59: The 18 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,6
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Figure B.60: The 19 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,6
Figures B.61 to B.80 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing the tness over 5000 generations
using testing patterns 7 ( smile 7 and sad 7 ) and 8 ( smile 8 and sad 8 ).
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Figure B.61: The 0 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 7,8
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Figure B.62: The 1 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 7,8
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Figure B.63: The 2 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 7,8
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Figure B.64: The 3 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 7,8
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Figure B.65: The 4 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 7,8
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Figure B.66: The 5 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 7,8
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Figure B.67: The 6 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 7,8
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Figure B.68: The 7 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 7,8
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Figure B.69: The 8 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 7,8
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Figure B.70: The 9 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 7,8
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Figure B.71: The 10 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 7,8
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Figure B.72: The 11 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 7,8
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Figure B.73: The 12 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 7,8
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Figure B.74: The 13 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 7,8
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Figure B.75: The 14 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 7,8
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Figure B.76: The 15 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 7,8
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Figure B.77: The 16 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 7,8
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Figure B.78: The 17 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 7,8
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Figure B.79: The 18 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 7,8
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Figure B.80: The 19 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 7,8
Figures B.81 to B.100 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing the tness over 5000 generations
using testing patterns 9 ( smile 9 and sad 9 ) and 10 ( smile 10 and sad 10 ).
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Figure B.81: The 0 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 9,10
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Figure B.82: The 1 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 9,10
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Figure B.83: The 2 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 9,10
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Figure B.84: The 3 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 9,10
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Figure B.85: The 4 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 9,10
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Figure B.86: The 5 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 9,10
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Figure B.87: The 6 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 9,10
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Figure B.88: The 7 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 9,10
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Figure B.89: The 8 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 9,10
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Figure B.90: The 9 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 9,10
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Figure B.91: The 10 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 9,10
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Figure B.92: The 11 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 9,10
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Figure B.93: The 12 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 9,10
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Figure B.94: The 13 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 9,10
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Figure B.95: The 14 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 9,10
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Figure B.96: The 15 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 9,10
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Figure B.97: The 16 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 9,10
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Figure B.98: The 17 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 9,10
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Figure B.99: The 18 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 9,10
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Figure B.100: The 19 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 9,10
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Figure B.101 to B.120 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing the tness over 5000 generations
using testing patterns 11 ( smile 11 and sad 11 ) and 12 ( smile 12 and sad 12 ).
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Figure B.101: The 0 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 11,12
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Figure B.102: The 1 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 11,12
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Figure B.103: The 2 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 11,12
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Figure B.104: The 3 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 11,12
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Figure B.105: The 4 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 11,12
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Figure B.106: The 5 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 11,12
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Figure B.107: The 6 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 11,12
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Figure B.108: The 7 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 11,12
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Figure B.109: The 8 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 11,12
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Figure B.110: The 9 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 11,12
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Figure B.111: The 10 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 11,12
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Figure B.112: The 11 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 11,12
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Figure B.113: The 12 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 11,12
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Figure B.114: The 13 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 11,12
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Figure B.115: The 14 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 11,12
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Figure B.116: The 15 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 11,12
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Figure B.117: The 16 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 11,12
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Figure B.118: The 17 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 11,12
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Figure B.119: The 18 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 11,12
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Figure B.120: The 19 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 11,12
Here starts the 10,000 generations experiment for cross-validation 1. Firstly, gures B.121
to B.140 shows runs 0 to 19 of tness using testing patterns 1 ( smile 1 and sad 1 ) and 2 (
smile 2 and sad 2 ).
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Figure B.121: The 0 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.122: The 1 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.123: The 2 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.124: The 3 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.125: The 4 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.126: The 5 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.127: The 6 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.128: The 7 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.129: The 8 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.130: The 9 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.131: The 10 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.132: The 11 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.133: The 12 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.134: The 13 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.135: The 14 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.136: The 15 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.137: The 16 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.138: The 17 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.139: The 18 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.140: The 19 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
Figures B.141 to B.160 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing the tness over 10,000 generations
using testing patterns 3 ( smile 3 and sad 3 ) and 4 ( smile 4 and sad 4 ).
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Figure B.141: The 0 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.142: The 1 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.143: The 2 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.144: The 3 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.145: The 4 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.146: The 5 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.147: The 6 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.148: The 7 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.149: The 8 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.150: The 9 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.151: The 10 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.152: The 11 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.153: The 12 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.154: The 13 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.155: The 14 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.156: The 15 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.157: The 16 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.158: The 17 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.159: The 18 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.160: The 19 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figures B.161 to B.180 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing the tness over 10,000 generations
using testing patterns 5 ( smile 5 and sad 5 ) and 6 ( smile 6 and sad 6 ).
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Figure B.161: The 0 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.162: The 1 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.163: The 2 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.164: The 3 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.165: The 4 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.166: The 5 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.167: The 6 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.168: The 7 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.169: The 8 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.170: The 9 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.171: The 10 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.172: The 11 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.173: The 12 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.174: The 13 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.175: The 14 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.176: The 15 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.177: The 16 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.178: The 17 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.179: The 18 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.180: The 19 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
Figures B.181 to B.200 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing the tness over 10,000 generations
using testing patterns are 7 ( smile 7 and sad 7 ) and 8 ( smile 8 and sad 8 ).
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Figure B.181: The 0 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.182: The 1 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.183: The 2 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.184: The 3 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.185: The 4 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.186: The 5 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.187: The 6 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.188: The 7 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.189: The 8 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.190: The 9 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.191: The 10 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.192: The 11 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.193: The 12 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.194: The 13 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.195: The 14 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.196: The 15 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.197: The 16 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.198: The 17 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.199: The 18 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.200: The 19 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
Figures B.201 to B.220 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing the tness over 10,000 generations
using testing patterns 9 ( smile 9 and sad 9 ) and 10 ( smile 10 and sad 10 ).
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Figure B.201: The 0 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.202: The 1 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.203: The 2 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.204: The 3 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.205: The 4 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.206: The 5 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.207: The 6 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.208: The 7 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.209: The 8 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.210: The 9 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.211: The 10 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.212: The 11 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.213: The 12 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.214: The 13 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.215: The 14 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.216: The 15 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.217: The 16 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.218: The 17 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.219: The 18 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.220: The 19 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figures B.221 to B.240 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing the tness over 10,000 generations
using testing patterns 11 ( smile 11 and sad 11 ) and 12 ( smile 12 and sad 12 ).
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Figure B.221: The 0 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.222: The 1 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.223: The 2 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.224: The 3 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.225: The 4 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.226: The 5 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.227: The 6 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.228: The 7 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.229: The 8 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.230: The 9 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.231: The 10 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.232: The 11 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.233: The 12 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.234: The 13 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.235: The 14 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.236: The 15 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.237: The 16 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.238: The 17 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.239: The 18 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.240: The 19 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
Here starts cross-validation 1 of the 20,000 generations experiment. Figures B.241 to B.260
are runs 0 to 19 of training showing the tness over 20,000 generations using testing patterns
1 ( smile 1 and sad 1 ) and 2 ( smile 2 and sad 2 ).
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Figure B.241: The 0 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.242: The 1 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.243: The 2 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.244: The 3 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.245: The 4 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.246: The 5 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.247: The 6 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.248: The 7 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.249: The 8 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.250: The 9 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.251: The 10 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.252: The 11 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.253: The 12 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.254: The 13 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.255: The 14 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.256: The 15 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.257: The 16 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.258: The 17 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.259: The 18 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.260: The 19 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
Figures B.261 to B.280 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing the tness over 20,000 generations
using testing patterns 3 ( smile 3 and sad 3 ) and 4 ( smile 4 and sad 4 ).
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Figure B.261: The 0 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.262: The 1 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.263: The 2 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.264: The 3 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.265: The 4 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.266: The 5 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.267: The 6 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.268: The 7 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.269: The 8 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.270: The 9 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.271: The 10 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.272: The 11 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.273: The 12 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.274: The 13 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.275: The 14 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.276: The 15 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.277: The 16 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.278: The 17 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.279: The 18 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.280: The 19 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figures B.281 to B.300 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing the tness over 20,000 generations
using testing patterns 5 ( smile 5 and sad 5 ) and 6 ( smile 6 and sad 6 ).
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Figure B.281: The 0 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.282: The 1 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.283: The 2 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.284: The 3 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.285: The 4 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.286: The 5 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.287: The 6 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.288: The 7 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.289: The 8 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.290: The 9 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.291: The 10 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.292: The 11 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.293: The 12 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.294: The 13 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.295: The 14 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.296: The 15 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.297: The 16 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.298: The 17 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.299: The 18 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.300: The 19 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
Figures B.301 to B.320 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing the tness over 20,000 generations
using testing patterns 7 ( smile 7 and sad 7 ) and 8 ( smile 8 and sad 8 ).
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Figure B.301: The 0 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.302: The 1 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.303: The 2 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.304: The 3 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.305: The 4 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.306: The 5 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.307: The 6 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.308: The 7 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.309: The 8 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.310: The 9 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.311: The 10 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.312: The 11 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.313: The 12 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.314: The 13 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.315: The 14 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.316: The 15 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.317: The 16 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.318: The 17 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.319: The 18 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.320: The 19 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
Figures B.321 to B.340 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing the tness over 20,000 generations
using testing patterns 9 ( smile 9 and sad 9 ) and 10 ( smile 10 and sad 10 ).
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Figure B.321: The 0 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.322: The 1 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.323: The 2 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.324: The 3 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.325: The 4 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.326: The 5 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.327: The 6 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.328: The 7 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.329: The 8 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.330: The 9 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.331: The 10 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.332: The 11 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.333: The 12 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.334: The 13 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.335: The 14 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.336: The 15 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.337: The 16 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.338: The 17 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.339: The 18 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.340: The 19 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figures B.341 to B.360 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing the tness over 20,000 generations
using testing patterns 11 ( smile 11 and sad 11 ) and 12 ( smile 12 and sad 12 ).
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Figure B.341: The 0 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.342: The 1 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.343: The 2 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.344: The 3 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.345: The 4 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.346: The 5 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.347: The 6 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.348: The 7 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.349: The 8 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.350: The 9 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.351: The 10 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.352: The 11 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.353: The 12 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.354: The 13 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.355: The 14 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.356: The 15 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.357: The 16 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.358: The 17 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.359: The 18 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.360: The 19 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
Cross-validation 1 of the 50,000 generations experiment starts here. Figures B.361 to B.380
are runs 0 to 19 of training showing tness over 50,000 generations using testing patterns 1
( smile 1 and sad 1 ) and 2 ( smile 2 and sad 2 ).
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Figure B.361: The 0 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.362: The 1 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.363: The 2 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.364: The 3 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.365: The 4 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.366: The 5 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.367: The 6 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.368: The 7 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.369: The 8 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.370: The 9 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.371: The 10 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.372: The 11 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.373: The 12 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.374: The 13 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.375: The 14 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.376: The 15 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.377: The 16 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.378: The 17 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.379: The 18 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.380: The 19 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
Figures B.381 to B.400 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing tness over 50,000 generations
using testing patterns 3 ( smile 3 and sad 3 ) and 4 ( smile 4 and sad 4 ).
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Figure B.381: The 0 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.382: The 1 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.383: The 2 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.384: The 3 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.385: The 4 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.386: The 5 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.387: The 6 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.388: The 7 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.389: The 8 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.390: The 9 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.391: The 10 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.392: The 11 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.393: The 12 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.394: The 13 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.395: The 14 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.396: The 15 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.397: The 16 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.398: The 17 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.399: The 18 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.400: The 19 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figures B.401 to B.420 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing tness over 50,000 generations
using testing patterns 5 ( smile 5 and sad 5 ) and 6 ( smile 6 and sad 6 ).
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Figure B.401: The 0 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.402: The 1 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.403: The 2 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.404: The 3 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.405: The 4 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.406: The 5 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.407: The 6 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.408: The 7 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.409: The 8 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.410: The 9 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.411: The 10 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.412: The 11 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.413: The 12 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.414: The 13 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.415: The 14 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.416: The 15 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.417: The 16 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.418: The 17 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.419: The 18 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.420: The 19 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
Figures B.421 to B.440 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing tness over 50,000 generations
using testing patterns 7 ( smile 7 and sad 7 ) and 8 ( smile 8 and sad 8 ).
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Figure B.421: The 0 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.422: The 1 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.423: The 2 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.424: The 3 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.425: The 4 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.426: The 5 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.427: The 6 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.428: The 7 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.429: The 8 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.430: The 9 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.431: The 10 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.432: The 11 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.433: The 12 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.434: The 13 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.435: The 14 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.436: The 15 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.437: The 16 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.438: The 17 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.439: The 18 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.440: The 19 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
Figures B.441 to B.460 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing tness over 50,000 generations
using testing patterns 9 ( smile 9 and sad 9 ) and 10 ( smile 10 and sad 10 ).
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Figure B.441: The 0 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.442: The 1 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.443: The 2 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.444: The 3 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.445: The 4 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.446: The 5 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.447: The 6 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.448: The 7 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.449: The 8 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.450: The 9 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.451: The 10 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.452: The 11 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.453: The 12 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.454: The 13 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.455: The 14 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.456: The 15 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.457: The 16 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.458: The 17 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.459: The 18 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.460: The 19 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figures B.461 to B.480 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing tness over 50,000 generations
using testing patterns 11 ( smile 11 and sad 11 ) and 12 ( smile 12 and sad 12 ).
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Figure B.461: The 0 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.462: The 1 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.463: The 2 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.464: The 3 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.465: The 4 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.466: The 5 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.467: The 6 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.468: The 7 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.469: The 8 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.470: The 9 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.471: The 10 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.472: The 11 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.473: The 12 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.474: The 13 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.475: The 14 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.476: The 15 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.477: The 16 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.478: The 17 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.479: The 18 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.480: The 19 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
Here starts the cross-validation 1 experiment of 100,000 generations. Figures B.481 to B.500
are training runs showing tness over 100,000 generations using testing patterns 1 ( smile 1
and sad 1 ) and 2 ( smile 2 and sad 2 ).
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Figure B.481: The 0 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.482: The 1 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.483: The 2 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.484: The 3 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.485: The 4 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.486: The 5 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.487: The 6 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.488: The 7 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.489: The 8 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.490: The 9 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.491: The 10 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.492: The 11 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.493: The 12 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.494: The 13 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.495: The 14 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.496: The 15 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.497: The 16 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.498: The 17 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.499: The 18 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
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Figure B.500: The 19 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,2
Figures B.501 to B.520 are training runs showing tness over 100,000 generations using testing
patterns 3 ( smile 3 and sad 3 ) and 4 ( smile 4 and sad 4 ).
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Figure B.501: The 0 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.502: The 1 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.503: The 2 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.504: The 3 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.505: The 4 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.506: The 5 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.507: The 6 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.508: The 7 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.509: The 8 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.510: The 9 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.511: The 10 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.512: The 11 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.513: The 12 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.514: The 13 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.515: The 14 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.516: The 15 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.517: The 16 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.518: The 17 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.519: The 18 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figure B.520: The 19 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,4
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Figures B.521 to B.540 are training runs showing tness over 100,000 generations using testing
patterns 5 ( smile 5 and sad 5 ) and 6 ( smile 6 and sad 6 ).
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Figure B.521: The 0 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.522: The 1 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.523: The 2 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.524: The 3 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.525: The 4 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.526: The 5 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.527: The 6 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.528: The 7 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.529: The 8 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.530: The 9 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.531: The 10 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.532: The 11 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.533: The 12 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.534: The 13 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.535: The 14 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.536: The 15 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.537: The 16 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.538: The 17 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.539: The 18 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
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Figure B.540: The 19 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,6
Figures B.541 to B.560 are training runs showing tness over 100,000 generations using testing
patterns 7 ( smile 7 and sad 7 ) and 8 ( smile 8 and sad 8 ).
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Figure B.541: The 0 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.542: The 1 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.543: The 2 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.544: The 3 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.545: The 4 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.546: The 5 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.547: The 6 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.548: The 7 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.549: The 8 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.550: The 9 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.551: The 10 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.552: The 11 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.553: The 12 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.554: The 13 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.555: The 14 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.556: The 15 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.557: The 16 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.558: The 17 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.559: The 18 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
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Figure B.560: The 19 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 7,8
Figures B.561 to B.580 are training runs showing tness over 100,000 generations tness using
testing patterns 9 ( smile 9 and sad 9 ) and 10 ( smile 10 and sad 10 ).
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Figure B.561: The 0 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.562: The 1 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.563: The 2 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.564: The 3 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.565: The 4 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.566: The 5 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.567: The 6 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.568: The 7 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.569: The 8 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.570: The 9 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.571: The 10 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.572: The 11 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.573: The 12 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.574: The 13 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.575: The 14 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.576: The 15 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.577: The 16 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.578: The 17 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.579: The 18 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figure B.580: The 19 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 9,10
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Figures B.581 to B.600 are training runs showing tness over 100,000 generations using testing
patterns 11 ( smile 11 and sad 11 ) and 12 ( smile 12 and sad 12 ).
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Figure B.581: The 0 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.582: The 1 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.583: The 2 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.584: The 3 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.585: The 4 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.586: The 5 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.587: The 6 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.588: The 7 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.589: The 8 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.590: The 9 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.591: The 10 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.592: The 11 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.593: The 12 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.594: The 13 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.595: The 14 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.596: The 15 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.597: The 16 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.598: The 17 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.599: The 18 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
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Figure B.600: The 19 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 11,12
It starts the results of tness for the cross-validation 2 experiment follows. Figures B.601
to B.620 are training runs showing tness over 5,000 generations using testing patterns 1 (
smile 1 and sad 1 ) and 12 ( smile 12 and sad 12 ).
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Figure B.601: The 0 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1,12
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Figure B.602: The 1 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1,12
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Figure B.603: The 2 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1,12
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Figure B.604: The 3 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1,12
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Figure B.605: The 4 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1,12
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Figure B.606: The 5 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1,12
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Figure B.607: The 6 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1,12
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Figure B.608: The 7 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1,12
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Figure B.609: The 8 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1,12
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Figure B.610: The 9 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1,12
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Figure B.611: The 10 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1,12
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Figure B.612: The 11 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1,12
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Figure B.613: The 12 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1,12
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Figure B.614: The 13 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1,12
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Figure B.615: The 14 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1,12
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Figure B.616: The 15 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1,12
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Figure B.617: The 16 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1,12
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Figure B.618: The 17 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1,12
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Figure B.619: The 18 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1,12
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Figure B.620: The 19 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 1,12
Figures B.621 to B.640 are training runs showing tness over 5,000 generations using testing
patterns 2 ( smile 2 and sad 2 ) and 11 ( smile 11 and sad 11 ).
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Figure B.621: The 0 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 2,11
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Figure B.622: The 1 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 2,11
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Figure B.623: The 2 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 2,11
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Figure B.624: The 3 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 2,11
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Figure B.625: The 4 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 2,11
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Figure B.626: The 5 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 2,11
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Figure B.627: The 6 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 2,11
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Figure B.628: The 7 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 2,11
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Figure B.629: The 8 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 2,11
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Figure B.630: The 9 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 2,11
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Figure B.631: The 10 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 2,11
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Figure B.632: The 11 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 2,11
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Figure B.633: The 12 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 2,11
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Figure B.634: The 13 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 2,11
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Figure B.635: The 14 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 2,11
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Figure B.636: The 15 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 2,11
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Figure B.637: The 16 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 2,11
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Figure B.638: The 17 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 2,11
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Figure B.639: The 18 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 2,11
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Figure B.640: The 19 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 2,11
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Figures B.641 to B.660 are training runs showing tness over 5,000 generations using testing
patterns 3 ( smile 3 and sad 3 ) and 10 ( smile 10 and sad 10 ).
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Figure B.641: The 0 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,10
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Figure B.642: The 1 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,10
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Figure B.643: The 2 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,10
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Figure B.644: The 3 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,10
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Figure B.645: The 4 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,10
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Figure B.646: The 5 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,10
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Figure B.647: The 6 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,10
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Figure B.648: The 7 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,10
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Figure B.649: The 8 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,10
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Figure B.650: The 9 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,10
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Figure B.651: The 10 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,10
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Figure B.652: The 11 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,10
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Figure B.653: The 12 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,10
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Figure B.654: The 13 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,10
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Figure B.655: The 14 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,10
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Figure B.656: The 15 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,10
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Figure B.657: The 16 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,10
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Figure B.658: The 17 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,10
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Figure B.659: The 18 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,10
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Figure B.660: The 19 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 3,10
Figures B.661 to B.680 are training runs showing tness over 5,000 generations using testing
patterns 4 ( smile 4 and sad 4 ) and 9 ( smile 9 and sad 9 ).
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Figure B.661: The 0 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 4,9
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Figure B.662: The 1 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 4,9
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Figure B.663: The 2 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 4,9
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Figure B.664: The 3 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 4,9
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Figure B.665: The 4 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 4,9
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Figure B.666: The 5 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 4,9
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Figure B.667: The 6 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 4,9
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Figure B.668: The 7 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 4,9
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Figure B.669: The 8 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 4,9
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Figure B.670: The 9 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 4,9
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Figure B.671: The 10 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 4,9
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Figure B.672: The 11 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 4,9
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Figure B.673: The 12 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 4,9
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Figure B.674: The 13 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 4,9
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Figure B.675: The 14 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 4,9
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Figure B.676: The 15 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 4,9
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Figure B.677: The 16 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 4,9
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Figure B.678: The 17 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 4,9
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Figure B.679: The 18 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 4,9
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Figure B.680: The 19 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 4,9
Figures B.681 to B.700 are training runs showing tness over 5,000 generations using testing
patterns 5 ( smile 5 and sad 5 ) and 8 ( smile 8 and sad 8 ).
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Figure B.681: The 0 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,8
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Figure B.682: The 1 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,8
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Figure B.683: The 2 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,8
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Figure B.684: The 3 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,8
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Figure B.685: The 4 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,8
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Figure B.686: The 5 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,8
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Figure B.687: The 6 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,8
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Figure B.688: The 7 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,8
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Figure B.689: The 8 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,8
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Figure B.690: The 9 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,8
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Figure B.691: The 10 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,8
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Figure B.692: The 11 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,8
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Figure B.693: The 12 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,8
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Figure B.694: The 13 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,8
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Figure B.695: The 14 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,8
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Figure B.696: The 15 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,8
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Figure B.697: The 16 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,8
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Figure B.698: The 17 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,8
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Figure B.699: The 18 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,8
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Figure B.700: The 19 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 5,8
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Figures B.701 to B.720 are training runs showing tness over 5,000 generations using testing
patterns 6 ( smile 6 and sad 6 ) and 7 ( smile 7 and sad 7 ).
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Figure B.701: The 0 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 6,7
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Figure B.702: The 1 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 6,7
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Figure B.703: The 2 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 6,7
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Figure B.704: The 3 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 6,7
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Figure B.705: The 4 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 6,7
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Figure B.706: The 5 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 6,7
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Figure B.707: The 6 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 6,7
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Figure B.708: The 7 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 6,7
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Figure B.709: The 8 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 6,7
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Figure B.710: The 9 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 6,7
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Figure B.711: The 10 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 6,7
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Figure B.712: The 11 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 6,7
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Figure B.713: The 12 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 6,7
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Figure B.714: The 13 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 6,7
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Figure B.715: The 14 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 6,7
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Figure B.716: The 15 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 6,7
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Figure B.717: The 16 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 6,7
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Figure B.718: The 17 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 6,7
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Figure B.719: The 18 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 6,7
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Figure B.720: The 19 run training of
5,000 generations tness except pat-
terns 6,7
Figures B.721 to B.740 are training runs showing tness over 10,000 generations using testing
patterns 1 ( smile 1 and sad 1 ) and 12 ( smile 12 and sad 12 ).
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Figure B.721: The 0 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.722: The 1 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.723: The 2 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.724: The 3 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.725: The 4 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.726: The 5 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.727: The 6 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.728: The 7 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.729: The 8 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.730: The 9 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.731: The 10 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.732: The 11 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.733: The 12 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.734: The 13 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.735: The 14 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.736: The 15 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.737: The 16 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.738: The 17 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.739: The 18 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.740: The 19 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
Figures B.741 to B.760 are training runs showing tness over 10,000 generations using testing
patterns 2 ( smile 2 and sad 2 ) and 11 ( smile 11 and sad 11 ).
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Figure B.741: The 0 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.742: The 1 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.743: The 2 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.744: The 3 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.745: The 4 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.746: The 5 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.747: The 6 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.748: The 7 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.749: The 8 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.750: The 9 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.751: The 10 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.752: The 11 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.753: The 12 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.754: The 13 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.755: The 14 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.756: The 15 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.757: The 16 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.758: The 17 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.759: The 18 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.760: The 19 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figures B.761 to B.780 are training runs showing tness over 10,000 generations using testing
patterns 3 ( smile 3 and sad 3 ) and 10 ( smile 10 and sad 10 ).
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Figure B.761: The 0 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.762: The 1 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.763: The 2 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.764: The 3 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.765: The 4 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.766: The 5 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.767: The 6 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.768: The 7 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.769: The 8 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.770: The 9 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.771: The 10 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.772: The 11 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.773: The 12 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.774: The 13 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.775: The 14 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.776: The 15 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.777: The 16 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.778: The 17 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.779: The 18 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.780: The 19 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
Figures B.781 to B.800 are training runs showing tness over 10,000 generations using testing
patterns 4 ( smile 4 and sad 4 ) and 9 ( smile 9 and sad 9 ).
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Figure B.781: The 0 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.782: The 1 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.783: The 2 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.784: The 3 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.785: The 4 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.786: The 5 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.787: The 6 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.788: The 7 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.789: The 8 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.790: The 9 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.791: The 10 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.792: The 11 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.793: The 12 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.794: The 13 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.795: The 14 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.796: The 15 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.797: The 16 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.798: The 17 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.799: The 18 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.800: The 19 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
Figures B.801 to B.820 are training runs showing tness over 10,000 generations using testing
patterns 5 ( smile 5 and sad 5 ) and 8 ( smile 8 and sad 8 ).
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Figure B.801: The 0 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.802: The 1 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.803: The 2 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.804: The 3 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.805: The 4 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.806: The 5 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.807: The 6 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.808: The 7 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.809: The 8 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.810: The 9 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.811: The 10 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.812: The 11 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.813: The 12 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.814: The 13 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.815: The 14 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.816: The 15 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.817: The 16 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.818: The 17 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.819: The 18 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.820: The 19 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figures B.821 to B.840 are training runs showing tness over 10,000 generations using testing
patterns 6 ( smile 6 and sad 6 ) and 7 ( smile 7 and sad 7 ).
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Figure B.821: The 0 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.822: The 1 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.823: The 2 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.824: The 3 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.825: The 4 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.826: The 5 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.827: The 6 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.828: The 7 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.829: The 8 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.830: The 9 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.831: The 10 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.832: The 11 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.833: The 12 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.834: The 13 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.835: The 14 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.836: The 15 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.837: The 16 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.838: The 17 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.839: The 18 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.840: The 19 run training
of 10,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
Figures B.841 to B.860 are training runs showing tness over 20,000 generations using testing
patterns 1 ( smile 1 and sad 1 ) and 12 ( smile 12 and sad 12 ).
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Figure B.841: The 0 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.842: The 1 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.843: The 2 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.844: The 3 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.845: The 4 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.846: The 5 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.847: The 6 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.848: The 7 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.849: The 8 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.850: The 9 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.851: The 10 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.852: The 11 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.853: The 12 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.854: The 13 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.855: The 14 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.856: The 15 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.857: The 16 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.858: The 17 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.859: The 18 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.860: The 19 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
Figures B.861 to B.880 are training runs showing tness over 20,000 generations using testing
patterns 2 ( smile 2 and sad 2 ) and 11 ( smile 11 and sad 11 ).
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Figure B.861: The 0 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.862: The 1 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.863: The 2 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.864: The 3 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.865: The 4 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.866: The 5 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.867: The 6 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.868: The 7 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.869: The 8 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.870: The 9 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.871: The 10 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.872: The 11 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.873: The 12 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.874: The 13 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.875: The 14 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.876: The 15 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.877: The 16 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.878: The 17 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.879: The 18 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.880: The 19 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figures B.881 to B.900 are training runs showing tness over 20,000 generations using testing
patterns 3 ( smile 3 and sad 3 ) and 10 ( smile 10 and sad 10 ).
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Figure B.881: The 0 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.882: The 1 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.883: The 2 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.884: The 3 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.885: The 4 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.886: The 5 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.887: The 6 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.888: The 7 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.889: The 8 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.890: The 9 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.891: The 10 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.892: The 11 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.893: The 12 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.894: The 13 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.895: The 14 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.896: The 15 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.897: The 16 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.898: The 17 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.899: The 18 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.900: The 19 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
Figures B.901 to B.920 are training runs showing tness over 20,000 generations using testing
patterns 4 ( smile 4 and sad 4 ) and 9 ( smile 9 and sad 9 ).
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Figure B.901: The 0 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.902: The 1 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.903: The 2 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.904: The 3 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.905: The 4 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.906: The 5 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.907: The 6 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.908: The 7 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.909: The 8 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.910: The 9 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.911: The 10 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.912: The 11 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.913: The 12 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.914: The 13 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.915: The 14 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.916: The 15 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.917: The 16 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.918: The 17 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.919: The 18 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.920: The 19 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
Figures B.921 to B.940 are training runs showing tness over 20,000 generations using testing
patterns 5 ( smile 5 and sad 5 ) and 8 ( smile 8 and sad 8 ).
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Figure B.921: The 0 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.922: The 1 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.923: The 2 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.924: The 3 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.925: The 4 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.926: The 5 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.927: The 6 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.928: The 7 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.929: The 8 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.930: The 9 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.931: The 10 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.932: The 11 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.933: The 12 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.934: The 13 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.935: The 14 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.936: The 15 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.937: The 16 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.938: The 17 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.939: The 18 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.940: The 19 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figures B.941 to B.960 are training runs showing tness over 20,000 generations using testing
patterns 6 ( smile 6 and sad 6 ) and 7 ( smile 7 and sad 7 ).
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Figure B.941: The 0 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.942: The 1 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.943: The 2 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.944: The 3 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.945: The 4 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.946: The 5 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.947: The 6 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.948: The 7 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.949: The 8 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.950: The 9 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.951: The 10 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.952: The 11 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.953: The 12 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.954: The 13 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.955: The 14 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.956: The 15 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.957: The 16 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.958: The 17 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.959: The 18 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.960: The 19 run training
of 20,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
Figures B.961 to B.980 are training runs showing tness over 50,000 generations using testing
patterns 1 ( smile 1 and sad 1 ) and 12 ( smile 12 and sad 12 ).
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Figure B.961: The 0 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.962: The 1 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.963: The 2 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.964: The 3 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.965: The 4 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.966: The 5 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.967: The 6 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.968: The 7 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.969: The 8 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.970: The 9 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.971: The 10 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.972: The 11 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.973: The 12 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.974: The 13 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.975: The 14 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.976: The 15 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.977: The 16 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.978: The 17 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.979: The 18 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.980: The 19 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
Figures B.981 to B.1000 are training runs showing tness over 50,000 generations using testing
patterns 2 ( smile 2 and sad 2 ) and 11 ( smile 11 and sad 11 ).
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Figure B.981: The 0 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.982: The 1 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.983: The 2 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.984: The 3 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.985: The 4 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.986: The 5 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.987: The 6 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.988: The 7 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.989: The 8 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.990: The 9 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.991: The 10 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.992: The 11 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.993: The 12 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.994: The 13 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.995: The 14 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.996: The 15 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.997: The 16 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.998: The 17 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.999: The 18 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.1000: The 19 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figures B.1001 to B.1020 are training runs showing tness over 50,000 generations using
testing patterns 3 ( smile 3 and sad 3 ) and 10 ( smile 10 and sad 10 ).
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Figure B.1001: The 0 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1002: The 1 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1003: The 2 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1004: The 3 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1005: The 4 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1006: The 5 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1007: The 6 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1008: The 7 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1009: The 8 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1010: The 9 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1011: The 10 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1012: The 11 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1013: The 12 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1014: The 13 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1015: The 14 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1016: The 15 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1017: The 16 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1018: The 17 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1019: The 18 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1020: The 19 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
Figures B.1021 to B.1040 are training runs showing tness over 50,000 generations using
testing patterns 4 ( smile 4 and sad 4 ) and 9 ( smile 9 and sad 9 ).
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Figure B.1021: The 0 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1022: The 1 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1023: The 2 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1024: The 3 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1025: The 4 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1026: The 5 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1027: The 6 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1028: The 7 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1029: The 8 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1030: The 9 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1031: The 10 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1032: The 11 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1033: The 12 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1034: The 13 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1035: The 14 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1036: The 15 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1037: The 16 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1038: The 17 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1039: The 18 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1040: The 19 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
Figures B.1041 to B.1060 are training runs showing tness over 50,000 generations using
testing patterns 5 ( smile 5 and sad 5 ) and 8 ( smile 8 and sad 8 ).
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Figure B.1041: The 0 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1042: The 1 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1043: The 2 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1044: The 3 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1045: The 4 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1046: The 5 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1047: The 6 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1048: The 7 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1049: The 8 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1050: The 9 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1051: The 10 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1052: The 11 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1053: The 12 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1054: The 13 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1055: The 14 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1056: The 15 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1057: The 16 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1058: The 17 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1059: The 18 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1060: The 19 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figures B.1061 to B.1080 are training runs showing tness over 50,000 generations using
testing patterns 6 ( smile 6 and sad 6 ) and 7 ( smile 7 and sad 7 ).
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Figure B.1061: The 0 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1062: The 1 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1063: The 2 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1064: The 3 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1065: The 4 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1066: The 5 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1067: The 6 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1068: The 7 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1069: The 8 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1070: The 9 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1071: The 10 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1072: The 11 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1073: The 12 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1074: The 13 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1075: The 14 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1076: The 15 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1077: The 16 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1078: The 17 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1079: The 18 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1080: The 19 run training
of 50,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
Figures B.1081 to B.1100 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing tness over 100,000 generations
using the testing patterns 1 ( smile 1 and sad 1 ) and 12 ( smile 12 and sad 12 ).
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Figure B.1081: The 0 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.1082: The 1 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.1083: The 2 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.1084: The 3 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.1085: The 4 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.1086: The 5 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.1087: The 6 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.1088: The 7 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.1089: The 8 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.1090: The 9 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.1091: The 10 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.1092: The 11 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.1093: The 12 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.1094: The 13 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.1095: The 14 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.1096: The 15 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.1097: The 16 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.1098: The 17 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.1099: The 18 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
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Figure B.1100: The 19 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 1,12
Figures B.1101 to B.1120 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing tness over 100,000 generations
using the testing patterns 2 ( smile 2 and sad 2 ) and 11 ( smile 11 and sad 11 ).
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Figure B.1101: The 0 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.1102: The 1 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.1103: The 2 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.1104: The 3 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.1105: The 4 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.1106: The 5 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.1107: The 6 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.1108: The 7 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.1109: The 8 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.1110: The 9 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.1111: The 10 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.1112: The 11 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.1113: The 12 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.1114: The 13 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.1115: The 14 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.1116: The 15 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.1117: The 16 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.1118: The 17 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.1119: The 18 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figure B.1120: The 19 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 2,11
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Figures B.1121 to B.1140 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing tness over 100,000 generations
using the testing patterns 3 ( smile 3 and sad 3 ) and 10 ( smile 10 and sad 10 ).
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Figure B.1121: The 0 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1122: The 1 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1123: The 2 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1124: The 3 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1125: The 4 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1126: The 5 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1127: The 6 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1128: The 7 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1129: The 8 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1130: The 9 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1131: The 10 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1132: The 11 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1133: The 12 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1134: The 13 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1135: The 14 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1136: The 15 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1137: The 16 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1138: The 17 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1139: The 18 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
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Figure B.1140: The 19 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 3,10
Figures B.1141 to B.1160 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing tness over 100,000 generations
using the testing patterns 4 ( smile 4 and sad 4 ) and 9 ( smile 9 and sad 9 ).
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Figure B.1141: The 0 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1142: The 1 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1143: The 2 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1144: The 3 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1145: The 4 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1146: The 5 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1147: The 6 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1148: The 7 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1149: The 8 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1150: The 9 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1151: The 10 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1152: The 11 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1153: The 12 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1154: The 13 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1155: The 14 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1156: The 15 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1157: The 16 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1158: The 17 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1159: The 18 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
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Figure B.1160: The 19 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 4,9
Figures B.1161 to B.1180 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing tness over 100,000 generations
using the testing patterns 5 ( smile 5 and sad 5 ) and 8 ( smile 8 and sad 8 ).
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Figure B.1161: The 0 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1162: The 1 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1163: The 2 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1164: The 3 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1165: The 4 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1166: The 5 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1167: The 6 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1168: The 7 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1169: The 8 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1170: The 9 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1171: The 10 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1172: The 11 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1173: The 12 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1174: The 13 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1175: The 14 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1176: The 15 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1177: The 16 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1178: The 17 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1179: The 18 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figure B.1180: The 19 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 5,8
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Figures B.1181 to B.1200 are runs 0 to 19 of training showing tness over 100,000 generations
using the testing patterns 6 ( smile 6 and sad 6 ) and 7 ( smile 7 and sad 7 ).
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Figure B.1181: The 0 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1182: The 1 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1183: The 2 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1184: The 3 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1185: The 4 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1186: The 5 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1187: The 6 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1188: The 7 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1189: The 8 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1190: The 9 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1191: The 10 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1192: The 11 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1193: The 12 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1194: The 13 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1195: The 14 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1196: The 15 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1197: The 16 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1198: The 17 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1199: The 18 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
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Figure B.1200: The 19 run training
of 100,000 generations tness except
patterns 6,7
B.2 The Best Accuracy Related to Each Run of Every Gen-
eration
In order to query the best chromosome, the graphs of the best accuracy ( tness ) related
to each run of every generation are illustrated. The description here follows the experiments
chronologically.
To start with, the number of generations was set to 10,000 and pattern 11 (sad11 and
smile11) and pattern 12 (sad12 and smile12) were chosen as testing data. As the accuracy
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was not good enough, cross-validation was adopted, and the results are shown in the graphs
for training data and testing data displayed in gures B.1201 to B.1212. The x-axis shows
which run of the 10,000 generations experiment and has a total range of 20 runs. The y-axis
shows the accuracy for the best generation of each run.
Figure B.1201: Cross-validation 1 for 10,000 generations training data except patterns 1, 2
Figure B.1202: Cross-validation 1 for 10,000 generations training data except patterns 3, 4
Figure B.1203: Cross-validation 1 for 10,000 generations training data except patterns 5, 6
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Figure B.1204: Cross-validation 1 for 10,000 generations training data except patterns 7, 8
Figure B.1205: Cross-validation 1 for 10,000 generations training data except patterns 9, 10
Figure B.1206: Cross-validation 1 for 10,000 generations training data except patterns 11, 12
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Figure B.1207: Cross-validation 1 for 10,000 generations testing data patterns 1, 2
Figure B.1208: Cross-validation 1 for 10,000 generations testing data patterns 3, 4
Figure B.1209: Cross-validation 1 for 10,000 generations testing data patterns 5, 6
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Figure B.1210: Cross-validation 1 for 10,000 generations testing data patterns 7, 8
Figure B.1211: Cross-validation 1 for 10,000 generations testing data patterns 9, 10
Figure B.1212: Cross-validation 1 for 10,000 generations testing data patterns 11, 12
Analysing accuracies of the 10,000 generations testing data as shown in gures B.1207 to
B.1212, most results are lower than 50% which is not acceptable. Therefore, K-fold (K =
6 in this experiment) cross-validation 2 of 10,000 generations as explained in chapter 3 was
used the results of which are illustrated in gures B.1213 to B.1224.
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Figure B.1213: Cross-validation 2 for 10,000 generations training data except patterns 1, 12
Figure B.1214: Cross-validation 2 for 10,000 generations training data except patterns 2, 11
Figure B.1215: Cross-validation 2 for 10,000 generations training data except patterns 3, 10
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Figure B.1216: Cross-validation 2 for 10,000 generations training data except patterns 4, 9
Figure B.1217: Cross-validation 2 for 10,000 generations training data except patterns 5, 8
Figure B.1218: Cross-validation 2 for 10,000 generations training data except patterns 6, 7
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Figure B.1219: Cross-validation 2 for 10,000 generations testing data patterns 1, 12
Figure B.1220: Cross-validation 2 for 10,000 generations testing data patterns 2, 11
Figure B.1221: Cross-validation 2 for 10,000 generations testing data patterns 3, 10
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Figure B.1222: Cross-validation 2 for 10,000 generations testing data patterns 4, 9
Figure B.1223: Cross-validation 2 for 10,000 generations testing data patterns 5, 8
Figure B.1224: Cross-validation 2 for 10,000 generations testing data patterns 6, 7
Comparing with testing data from gures B.1207 to B.1212, K-fold (K=6) cross-validation
obviously provides higher accuracies illustrated in gures B.1219 to B.1224. However, the
results achieving 100% accuracy are still too few. The idea is to try to change the parameter
of numbers of generations.
In order to improve the classication accuracy rate, the number of generations was in-
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creased 10 times to 100,000 to see what the results will be. Similar to the case of 10,000
generations, the experiment of 100,000 generations does 6-fold cross-validation as well. Fig-
ures B.1225 to B.1248 are the graphs of classication accuracies for 100,000 generations.
Figure B.1225: Cross-validation 1 for 100,000 generations training data except patterns 1, 2
Figure B.1226: Cross-validation 1 for 100,000 generations training data except patterns 3, 4
Figure B.1227: Cross-validation 1 for 100,000 generations training data except patterns 5, 6
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Figure B.1228: Cross-validation 1 for 100,000 generations training data except patterns 7, 8
Figure B.1229: Cross-validation 1 for 100,000 generations training data except patterns 9, 10
Figure B.1230: Cross-validation 1 for 100,000 generations training data except patterns 11, 12
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Figure B.1231: Cross-validation 1 for 100,000 generations testing data patterns 1, 2
Figure B.1232: Cross-validation 1 for 100,000 generations testing data patterns 3, 4
Figure B.1233: Cross-validation 1 for 100,000 generations testing data patterns 5, 6
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Figure B.1234: Cross-validation 1 for 100,000 generations testing data patterns 7, 8
Figure B.1235: Cross-validation 1 for 100,000 generations testing data patterns 9, 10
Figure B.1236: Cross-validation 1 for 100,000 generations testing data patterns 11, 12
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Figure B.1237: Cross-validation 2 for 100,000 generations training data except patterns 1, 12
Figure B.1238: Cross-validation 2 for 100,000 generations training data except patterns 2, 11
Figure B.1239: Cross-validation 2 for 100,000 generations training data except patterns 3, 10
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Figure B.1240: Cross-validation 2 for 100,000 generations training data except patterns 4, 9
Figure B.1241: Cross-validation 2 for 100,000 generations training data except patterns 5, 8
Figure B.1242: Cross-validation 2 for 100,000 generations training data except patterns 6, 7
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Figure B.1243: Cross-validation 2 for 100,000 generations testing data patterns 1, 12
Figure B.1244: Cross-validation 2 for 100,000 generations testing data patterns 2, 11
Figure B.1245: Cross-validation 2 for 100,000 generations testing data patterns 3, 10
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Figure B.1246: Cross-validation 2 for 100,000 generations testing data patterns 4, 9
Figure B.1247: Cross-validation 2 for 100,000 generations testing data patterns 5, 8
Figure B.1248: Cross-validation 2 for 100,000 generations testing data patterns 6, 7
In order to create a wider variety of data, three more numbers of generations, 5,000
generations, 20,000 generations, and 50,000 generations, are set and the accuracy rates are
compared. Here gures B.1249 to B.1272 illustrate the outcome of 5,000 generations.
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Figure B.1249: Cross-validation 1 for 5,000 generations training data except patterns 1, 2
Figure B.1250: Cross-validation 1 for 5,000 generations training data except patterns 3, 4
Figure B.1251: Cross-validation 1 for 5,000 generations training data except patterns 5, 6
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Figure B.1252: Cross-validation 1 for 5,000 generations training data except patterns 7, 8
Figure B.1253: Cross-validation 1 for 5,000 generations training data except patterns 9, 10
Figure B.1254: Cross-validation 1 for 5,000 generations training data except patterns 11, 12
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Figure B.1255: Cross-validation 1 for 5,000 generations testing data patterns 1, 2
Figure B.1256: Cross-validation 1 for 5,000 generations testing data patterns 3, 4
Figure B.1257: Cross-validation 1 for 5,000 generations testing data patterns 5, 6
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Figure B.1258: Cross-validation 1 for 5,000 generations testing data patterns 7, 8
Figure B.1259: Cross-validation 1 for 5,000 generations testing data patterns 9, 10
Figure B.1260: Cross-validation 1 for 5,000 generations testing data patterns 11, 12
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Figure B.1261: Cross-validation 2 for 5,000 generations training data except patterns 1, 12
Figure B.1262: Cross-validation 2 for 5,000 generations training data except patterns 2, 11
Figure B.1263: Cross-validation 2 for 5,000 generations training data except patterns 3, 10
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Figure B.1264: Cross-validation 2 for 5,000 generations training data except patterns 4, 9
Figure B.1265: Cross-validation 2 for 5,000 generations training data except patterns 5, 8
Figure B.1266: Cross-validation 2 for 5,000 generations training data except patterns 6, 7
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Figure B.1267: Cross-validation 2 for 5,000 generations testing data patterns 1, 12
Figure B.1268: Cross-validation 2 for 5,000 generations testing data patterns 2, 11
Figure B.1269: Cross-validation 2 for 5,000 generations testing data patterns 3, 10
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Figure B.1270: Cross-validation 2 for 5,000 generations testing data patterns 4, 9
Figure B.1271: Cross-validation 2 for 5,000 generations testing data patterns 5, 8
Figure B.1272: Cross-validation 2 for 5,000 generations testing data patterns 6, 7
Here is the end of the 5,000 generation experiments. Figures B.1273 to B.1296 display results
of the 20,000 generations experiments.
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Figure B.1273: Cross-validation 1 for 20,000 generations training data except patterns 1, 2
Figure B.1274: Cross-validation 1 for 20,000 generations training data except patterns 3, 4
Figure B.1275: Cross-validation 1 for 20,000 generations training data except patterns 5, 6
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Figure B.1276: Cross-validation 1 for 20,000 generations training data except patterns 7, 8
Figure B.1277: Cross-validation 1 for 20,000 generations training data except patterns 9, 10
Figure B.1278: Cross-validation 1 for 20,000 generations training data except patterns 11, 12
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Figure B.1279: Cross-validation 1 for 20,000 generations testing data patterns 1, 2
Figure B.1280: Cross-validation 1 for 20,000 generations testing data patterns 3, 4
Figure B.1281: Cross-validation 1 for 20,000 generations testing data patterns 5, 6
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Figure B.1282: Cross-validation 1 for 20,000 generations testing data patterns 7, 8
Figure B.1283: Cross-validation 1 for 20,000 generations testing data patterns 9, 10
Figure B.1284: Cross-validation 1 for 20,000 generations testing data patterns 11, 12
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Figure B.1285: Cross-validation 2 for 20,000 generations training data except patterns 1, 12
Figure B.1286: Cross-validation 2 for 20,000 generations training data except patterns 2, 11
Figure B.1287: Cross-validation 2 for 20,000 generations training data except patterns 3, 10
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Figure B.1288: Cross-validation 2 for 20,000 generations training data except patterns 4, 9
Figure B.1289: Cross-validation 2 for 20,000 generations training data except patterns 5, 8
Figure B.1290: Cross-validation 2 for 20,000 generations training data except patterns 6, 7
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Figure B.1291: Cross-validation 2 for 20,000 generations testing data patterns 1, 12
Figure B.1292: Cross-validation 2 for 20,000 generations testing data patterns 2, 11
Figure B.1293: Cross-validation 2 for 20,000 generations testing data patterns 3, 10
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Figure B.1294: Cross-validation 2 for 20,000 generations testing data patterns 4, 9
Figure B.1295: Cross-validation 2 for 20,000 generations testing data patterns 5, 8
Figure B.1296: Cross-validation 2 for 20,000 generations testing data patterns 6, 7
Here is the end of the 20,000 generation experiments. Figures B.1297 to B.1320 display
results of the 50,000 generations experiments.
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Figure B.1297: Cross-validation 1 for 50,000 generations training data except patterns 1, 2
Figure B.1298: Cross-validation 1 for 50,000 generations training data except patterns 3, 4
Figure B.1299: Cross-validation 1 for 50,000 generations training data except patterns 5, 6
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Figure B.1300: Cross-validation 1 for 50,000 generations training data except patterns 7, 8
Figure B.1301: Cross-validation 1 for 50,000 generations training data except patterns 9, 10
Figure B.1302: Cross-validation 1 for 50,000 generations training data except patterns 11, 12
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Figure B.1303: Cross-validation 1 for 50,000 generations testing data patterns 1, 2
Figure B.1304: Cross-validation 1 for 50,000 generations testing data patterns 3, 4
Figure B.1305: Cross-validation 1 for 50,000 generations testing data patterns 5, 6
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Figure B.1306: Cross-validation 1 for 50,000 generations testing data patterns 7, 8
Figure B.1307: Cross-validation 1 for 50,000 generations testing data patterns 9, 10
Figure B.1308: Cross-validation 1 for 50,000 generations testing data patterns 11, 12
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Figure B.1309: Cross-validation 2 for 50,000 generations training data except patterns 1, 12
Figure B.1310: Cross-validation 2 for 50,000 generations training data except patterns 2, 11
Figure B.1311: Cross-validation 2 for 50,000 generations training data except patterns 3, 10
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Figure B.1312: Cross-validation 2 for 50,000 generations training data except patterns 4, 9
Figure B.1313: Cross-validation 2 for 50,000 generations training data except patterns 5, 8
Figure B.1314: Cross-validation 2 for 50,000 generations training data except patterns 6, 7
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Figure B.1315: Cross-validation 2 for 50,000 generations testing data patterns 1, 12
Figure B.1316: Cross-validation 2 for 50,000 generations testing data patterns 2, 11
Figure B.1317: Cross-validation 2 for 50,000 generations testing data patterns 3, 10
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Figure B.1318: Cross-validation 2 for 50,000 generations testing data patterns 4, 9
Figure B.1319: Cross-validation 2 for 50,000 generations testing data patterns 5, 8
Figure B.1320: Cross-validation 2 for 50,000 generations testing data patterns 6, 7
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